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MORAN, Barbara A. An investigation o.f the validity of select�d 
submaximal field tests to estimate aerobic capacity in 
unt.rained females. M.S. in Health, Physical Educatfor! 
and Recreation, 1979, 105 p. (B. C. McKeown) 
The purpo se of this investigation was twofolds (1) to 
determine the validity of selected submaximal field tests used to 
estimate aerobic capacity, and (2) to determine the association of 
ma..v.imal oxygen consumption with the performance of selected sub­
maximal field test. Eightaen females (X = l.9.4 yrs) volunteered to 
be Ss. Prior to the first two field tests, anthropometric data of 
ht and wt were ccll.ected and %BF, FW, and FFW were computed from 
skinfold measurements. The field tests investigated were the 12 min 
run, the 600 yd run, and the QCST. All measurements were analyzed 
for reliability and reproducibility by the use of a Pearson Product-· 
Moment correlation technique and paired t-tests. The field test 
. 
perforrJances and estimations of max vo2 (l/min and ml/kg/min) were 
. 
compared with the max vo2 estimated by the duration of the Balke-
Ware 'i'readmill Test to determine validity, There were no sig diff 
. 
between max vo2 estimated from the 12 min run and the QCST. There 
. 
was a sig diff (E <.05) found between the max vo2 (1/min and 
ml/kg/ll!in) estimated by the Balke-Ware Treadmill Test and that 
estima.te:d by the 600 yd run. No sig relationships were found between 
. 
the perform<L�ce scores and max vo2 estimated from the Balke-Ware 
Treadmill Test. Wit.bin . the limitations of this investiga ticn, 1 t 
wa.s conclud�d that the performance scores from the 12 min run, the 
600 yd run, and the QCST did not accurately reflect the individual's 
aerobic capacity. 
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CHAP'IER I 
INTRODUCTION 
pignif �cance of ihe Study 
An iriiportant aspect· o� physical education toda.y is the assess­
ment of ci.rc1:.1orespiratory fitness ;  ·Lhat is, the ability of a.n 
individual• s circuloresplrator:," system to meet the body's demands for 
oxygen during physical exertion. Results of research in the area of 
exercise physiology indicate that the measu--ce:nent of maximal oxygen 
consl.lli:ption is th\:: most objective method of determin1.11g an i.ndivid­
u�1-l' :.: cir�uloT.12sptra+.l.)ry �it�e�s (Ta�rlor; Euskjrk a.nd Henschel, l'.)55; 
Mlt�hell, Sproule and Cha.pr.iari, 19.58; Rowell, 'l'aylor and Wang, 1964; 
Cooper, 1968; KarpoYich and Sinning .• 1971; de Vries, 1974; Mathews 
and Fox, 1976; Morehouse and Miller, 1976). The �axL�al oxygen 
consumption (max vo2) test is widely recognized as the most valid 
mea.sU!'.'c of aerobic capacity, bu"t it requires extensive laboratory 
equipment, specially trained personnel, and motivated subjects& 
For the assessment of circulorespiratory fl tness to 'be of value in 
the field, physical educators should have at their disposal a. sub­
maxima.l performa..'1ce based test which is eo.sily administered and 
yields an accurate estimation of an individua.l' s aerobic ca.pa.city. 
Of primary concern to the physical educator should be the valid.ity 
of the field test. when it is compared with a clinical test of oxygen 
consumption. 
PurJ2Ese of t.he Study 
'!he primary purpose of this inve stigation was to determine . 
the validity of selected subrnaximal field tests used to estimate 
aerobic capacity. A secondary purpose was to determir.� the 
association of maximal oxygen consumption with the performance of 
Delected submaximal field tests. 
Hypotheses 
The following were hypothesized for this studya 
1. It was hypothesized that ther e would be no s ignificant 
differences between maximal oxygen consumption and aerobic capacity 
estimated from sele cted submax;imal field tests. 
2. It was hypothesized that there would be a significant 
2 
. relationship between performance scores from selected submaxima1 field 
. 
tests and max V02 e stimated from the duration of the Ba.lke-Ware 
Treadmlll Test. 
Scope 
The subjects for this study were volunteer female students 
froir. the South Dakota State Universlty (SDSU) Fitne ss and Lifetime 
Activity Physical Education Program during the Spring Semester, 
1979 (N = 18). They h.a1 not been involved in any t.ype of t.raining 
program for at least six months ?rior to the te sting for this study. 
Addi tlona.lly, they rJe:re not enea.f;ed in a..'1y type of regular physi.cal 
activity during the testing . 
The four variables measured in thls study were the su.bjects • 
performance on the following: 
1. 600 yard run test 
2. 12 minut e run test 
J. Queens College Step. Test 
4. Balke-Ware Treadmill Test. 
All the running tests were administered on the 220 yard 
Astroturf Resilient indoor tr�ck located in the South Dakota State 
University Physical Education Center. The bleacher steps in Frost 
Arena of the Physical Education Center and the Intramural Building 
J 
were used to administer the Queens College Step Test. The tread.mil]., 
gas collecting and gas analyzing equipment in the SDSU Human 
Performance Laboratory were used to assess the maximal oxygen 
consumption of each subject. · 
The 600 yard run test was administered as outlined in the 
AAHPER Youth Fitness Test Manual ( 1976) . The 12 minut e run was 
conducted as described by Cooper (1968). The Queens College Step 
Test was administered in accordance with the i.nstructions of McArdle 
et al. (1973). Too Balke-Ware Treadmill Test (1959) was used for 
. 
the assessment of max vo2 . 
Limitations 
Th.ls investigat i on was llmi ted by the following condi tionsa 
1. Only volunteers from the non-major physical education 
classes at SDSU were used as subjects. 
2. There was no certainty that the subjects tested were 
highly motivated during the testing. 
J . Each individual's ac tivity was no t supervised betwe en 
testing sessions. 
4. During th� field tests, it was not possible to control 
the other c.citlvities in Frost Arena� which may ha.ve i nfluenced the 
performance of the subjects . 
Definltion of Terms 
4 
The fo llowing terms are defined for use in this investig ation : 
1. Q!Eculorespi:ra to_E..� _ _f i tn·ess. Circulorespira tory fi tne:ss 
is the abil.1 ty of the circulorespiratory syste:ra to transport oxygen 
from the atmosphere to the working muscles during physical activities 
which require su�tained effort ( Shepard and Lavallee, 1978). 
Z. Field te:st. A field test l.s a per.forma.uce bc:t.&ed test 
used t..o estimate an individual's circulorespiratory fitn�ss, 
requiring equipment that is readily available to the physi.cal 
educator. This type of test is an alternative that can be used in 
the gymnasium when the equipment, time and personnel needed for a 
tread1ilill test are not readily available. 
J. Maximal oxygen consumption (max vo21. Maximal oxyge!l 
consumption is the maximal rate at which o xygen can be utilized per 
mi�ute durL�g exercise (Mathews and Fox, 1976). . Max vo2 is a 
measure of the subject's physical work capaci ty (PWJ) (deVries, 
. 1974). Measured max vc2 refers to the oxygen consumed as measured 
by open circuit methods while performing on the treadmill. 
4. Subma...ximal test. A submaxima.l test is a test which has 
an individua.l exercising at less than maximal intensity. It does 
not place undue stre ss on an individual, does not require the high 
levels of mo ti vatlon requi:red for. maximal exercise, and does not 
require complex, direct measurements of o�-ygen consumption (Lamb, 
1978). 
5. Untrained females. Untrained females are those females 
who have not be.en involved in a.nY type of regular vigorous activity 
or training program for six months prior to this tnvestigation. 
5 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RE.LA TED J"I 'IER.A TURE 
The purpose of this investigation was to d e tcrrr.ine the 
validity of SE·lected submaximal. field tests used. to estimate aercbic 
capacity. Baumgartner and Jackson (1975) have sugg·ested correlating 
the measures of the test in question with measures from. a valid and 
recognized. instrument. The World Health Organization convened �' 
1..�ternational committee in 1967, to determin� a reference standard 
of circulorespira tory fi tness. The committee dete:r·mined that t.he 
optimum p::::-c �edl!re for deterI:lining an individual's mc;:..xin•a.l c:J...y g�n 
uptaka in the laboratory is continuous i.\pbill treadmi.11 running. 
The committee found that the limiting factors on the treadmill were 
the result of cen tral (general) exhaustion while the bicycle ergom-
eter test was limited by factors of localized exhaustion such as 
pain or �eakness in the quadriceps \Shepard �t al., 1968). Since 
laboratory deter.mination of maximal oxygen consumption is imp·ractical 
for large groups 9f individuals, efforts have been made to develop· 
. 
field tests that accurately estimate l:la.X VO,,. The review of liter-� 
ature is subdivided into the following two catego:ries: studies 
using males as subj�cts. and �tudies usL�g females as subjects. 
§tudies_!.Js1ng Ma.le� as 3u1:, iects 
Attempts to devE:Jlop a valid ·test to measure c!rculorespira-
tory fitne.s3 h;we r�ot been a recent. :phcnome1�a. Sin\!e the early part 
of the 20th century, there have been attempts to develop a. simple, 
practical, and valld method for the assessment of  circu.lorespiratory 
fi tness. One of the earlier tests was devaloped by Barach (1914) 
to estimate the functional capacity of the heart. Using 289 males, 
ages 1.5 through JO years, a.s subjects, the investigator developed 
7 
an energy index, which represen�ed the total effort exerted by the 
cardiovascular system. Barach considered the systolic blood pre ssure 
as the energy factor in the periph�ral resistance. The energy 
1.ndex was determined by summing the systolic and diastoli c pressuxes 
and then multi plying the sum bJ· the resting heart rate. This 
method was only applied to an individual in a resting state. 
Sctfileider (1920) develo ped a cardiovascular rating system whic� 
included the following factors: (1) resti ng pulse rate, (2) the 
increase in pulse rate on standing, (J) the standing pulse re.tet 
(4) the exercise pulse rate, (5) the decrease in pulse rate after 
exercise, (6) the normal systolic blood pressure, and (7) the postural 
changes in systolic blood pressure. This rating system was applied 
to .54 aviators who were found to be physically unfit by medical 
exam.lnations. The results of the rating indicated thc:-:.t a score of 
nine or less, on a scale of -10 to 18, was characteristic of a 
physically unfit man. 
Tuttle (1931) developed a pulse-ratio test to determine an 
individual's cardiovascular fitness. The pulse-ratio was determined 
by dividing the resting pulse rate for one mLYlute by the pulse rate 
for two minutes after exercise. As a s�-idard exercise, Tuttle 
chose stepping on a.nd off a 13 inch stool. To vary the amount of 
work performed, the rate of stepping and the duration of the test 
was cha.need. Tuttle adopted 2.5 as the standard pulse-ratio. It 
was shown that this ratio could be attained by the majority of 
individtJ.a.ls when performing a moderate a.mount of work. Tuttle based 
the pulse-ratio on t.he E:!Xlsting. knowledge of the heart's response 
to exe:ccise. 
8 
At the request of Dr. Freqeric Brush of the Burke Foundation 
Hospital, Mccurdy and Larson (1935) devised a test for the measure­
ment of organi c efficiency for the prediction of physical condition. 
Brush believed that this would a.id in the determination of the 
functional fitness of patients ·1�aving the hospital and returr.ing �c 
work. Using 49 male varsity swimmers as the criterion of good 
condition,. '77 male infirmary cases as the criterion of poor cond ition , 
and 286 male freshmen representing the average condition as subjects, 
the inves·tigators devised a test battery which contained the 
following items: (1) the sitting diastolic pressure, (2) breath 
oolding 20 seconds after exercise, (J) the difference between normal 
pulse rate and pulse rate two minutes after exercise, (4) the sitting 
pulse :pressure, and (5) tee standing pulse pressure . The investi­
gators determined that. to.be of practica.l use, a short, simple, and 
accurate method o.f scoring was needed. For each subject. the :raw 
score of each test was converted to a T-score. This score was then 
multlplied by it� proper welghting (which had been determined by 
th3 investigators ) and the scores of the five tests were added 
together to obtain the final score. This final score was used to 
determine the condition rating o! the individual. 
The Harvard Step Test was· developed by Brouha (1943) to 
assess the ability of young men to perform hard muscular work. 
Brouha chose bench stepping as a standard exercise that a person 
could not perform in a steady state for niore than a few minutes. 
9 
Two factors which were taken._ into account were the length of time the 
exercise could be sustained and the deceleration of the heart rate 
afte� exercise. The test consisted of having a subject step up and 
down on a 20 inch platform JO times per minute for five minutes 
unless the sub.ject stopped from exhaustion before the time had 
elapsed. The pulse was counted from 1 to 1 .5, 2. to 2.5, &�d 3 to 
3.5 ml.nutes after the exercise stopped. The test score was equal to 
the duration of the exercise in seconds multiplied by 100, divided 
by two times the sum of the pulse counts in recovery. The investi­
gator stated that the step test gave results comparable t� those 
obtained on the treadmill and bicycle ergometer, and was based on 
the same physiological principles. Brouha. pointed out that as many 
men could be tested in ten minutes as there wore observers available 
to count pulse rates. 
Gallagher and Brouha ( 191.JJ) modified the Harvard Step Test 
for testing the physical fitness of boys. Due to the wide range of 
sizes of boys from 12 to 18 years of age, the investigators decided 
that it was desireable to divide the boys into two groups on the 
basis of body surface area. A nomographic chart was developed to 
determine the body st1rface area based on the height and weight of 
the subject. The exerci se consisted of stepping up and down at the 
rat.e of JO times per minute on an. 18 inch platform for the smaller 
10 
boys �-�d on a 20 inch platform for the larger boys. The duration of 
the exercise was set at four minutes unless the subject stopped 
from ex�ustion earlier- tha.!1 four minutes. The t� st wa.s scored 
ths same as the Harvard Step Testa 
INDEX = duration of exercise i.n second s x !.Q.O __ _ 2 x the sum of the pulse counts in recovery 
l!l 1945, Carlson developed the Fatigue Curve Test to assess 
an individual's state of' physica:L condition .  Carlson used spot 
running as the exercise to produce a workload since he believed that, 
spot rtAnning off er� d. fair evaluation of work relatlve to the 
subject ' s weight .  The investigator demonstrated the use of the 
Fatis�e Curve Test using 200 United States Army soldiers. The 
subj�ct lifted and lowered his feet alternately, just far enough to 
clear the floor , as fas t as po ssible for ten seconds. The subject 
counted the number of right foo t conta�ts and recorded them for each 
ten second inning cf work. The entire test consisted of ten innings 
of ten seconds of work with ten seconds of rest between each inning. 
Cc4Xlson stated that fatigue would cause a drop in the number of 
repet1 tions per inning if the su'bjects were maximally stressed. To 
provide an index of condition, pulse :rate measurement interva.ls 
were e stablished. These included: (1) before exerci se , (2) ten 
seconds after the exercise was terminated, (.3) after two minutes of 
11 
rest. (4) after four m inu tes of rest, and (5) after six m inutes of 
rest. The t en innings of work were plotted with the number of steps 
per inning on the ordinate to graphically d epict the fatigue curve. 
Montoye (1951) att empted to evaluate the research that had 
been conducted on breath holding abillty as a measure of physical 
!'i tne ss. The researcher concluded that maximal . br eath holding 
ability was rela.tively inefficient in d ifferentiating between 
heal thy subjects at diff er.ing levels of physical fitness. It was 
also concluded ·that there was little evidence of any correlation 
between various indexes of phy�ical fitness and breath holding 
ability. 
Astrand and Ryh..ming (19.54) introduced a nomogram to calcul.�te 
an individual's aerobic capacity ( l/min ) from a knowledg e  of heart 
rate and o xygen consumption or work level attained during a sub-
maximal test. The nomogram was based prim�ily on the performance 
of 27 male and 31 female well trained subjects , ages 20 to JO, on 
submaximal and maximal tests of oxygen constunption. The investiga-
tors plotted the aerobic capacity calculated from the nomogram 
versus the maxinial oxygen intake determined during maximal tests on 
the treadmill or the bicycle ergometer to illustrate the relation-
& 
ship between the two. No correlation coefficient between max vo2 
. 
determined during max�al tests and the max V02 estimated from the 
nomogram wa3 reported. The investigators recommended that the oxygen 
consumption be determined during a submaximal workload ( i . e. , step 
test. treadmill, or bicycle ergometer ) . The estimated aerobic 
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capacity was de t�rmined ac cord ing to the workload on the bicyc le 
ergometer or the subject ' s  weight , and the subject ' s  pulse rate 
after exercise . Oxygen l ntake ( a.erobic capaci ty ) values were 
presented for healthy , well trained males and females between 20 and 
JO years of age . 
Taylor , Buskirk and Hen �che l ( 1955) d evised a maximal oxygen 
intake test using a motor driven treadmill . The investigators stated 
that the maximal oxygen intake of .an ind ividual offered the 
po ss ibi.lity of precisely determining one of the limiting factors in 
an enduran ce performance asso ciated with a high level of enex gy 
expendi ture . Two methods o f  eliciting the maximal o xygen in take were 
studied . One method of e lici t�g the maximal oxygen 1.ntake was 
increasing the speed of the treadmill while the grade of the tread -· 
mi ll remained constant ( 0%) . The other method entailed main taining 
the treadmi ll at seven miles per hour and increasing the treadmill 
grade by 2 . 5% increments until the oxygen intake value be came 
constant.  '!'he inve stigators chose seven mi les per hour since it was 
the slowest speed at which all subjects needed to maintain a running 
stride and was slow enough so that a wide range of maximal oxygen 
in t,a,kes could be tested . The data reported in the s tudy were obtained 
frol"l several experiments . ·rhe subjects were 40 con s cientious 
objectors who were studi ed under a variety of stresses , 27 so ld iers 
who were sub j ects in short term studies of acute caloric restriction , 
and '-i-6 studen ts at the Univer sity o f  M ichigan who vo lunte ered . All 
subjects were mal e s ,  between the ages of 18 and 35 , �ho had passed 
a rigorous phy s i cal exam ination and were con sider ed in goo d  hea l th . 
From the results of the experimen ts , the inve s tigato r s  conclud ed 
lJ 
that rais ing the grad e whi le the treadm i ll speed remained con s tan t 
was the mo s t  satisfactory method of increasing the worklo ad to attain 
a maximal oxygen in take . As an explanation , Tay lo r et aL sugge sted 
that a larger mus cle mass was being used in uph i l l  running and that 
thi s would in crease the o xygen uptake , provid ed that the c ir cu lo ­
re spiratory sy stem co uld provide th� oxygen . I t  was also found that 
the �oom temperature and the length of the warm up b efore the tre ad ­
mill te st apparently influen ced the maximal oxygen consumption rate �  
M itche l l , Sproule and Chapman ( 1958) s lightly mod ified the 
treadmill test developed by Taylor e t  al . ( 19.55 ) . Mi t cbAl .l ft.  a.l. 
construc ted a treadm i ll te st that co uld be admin i s tered in one day , 
using 65 male s as subj e cts . Thirty -six o f  the subj e cts were be tween 
20 and 29 , e i ghteen between 30 and 39 , e ight be twe en 40 and 49 , and 
three o f  the sub j e cts were o ver 50 . For normal subj e c ts , a ten 
m inute warm up per iod on the treadmill ( three m i le s  per hour at a 
10% grade ) was fo l lowed by a ten minute rest . The f irst phase o f  the 
te st consisted of having the sub j e c t run at s :1.x miles per hour on a 
01' grade . Expired air was co l l e cted for analysi s  dur ing the last 
minute o f  a 2 . 5  minute run . The sub j e c t  re s ted for ten mlnute s and 
theu ran at s ix mile s  per hour on a 2 . 5% grad e . This pro ce s s  o f  
increasin g the grade by 2 . 5% in cremen ts was continued until the 
maximal c xygen intake per minute leve led off . 
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Ast:cand and S..1ltin ( 196la ) lnvestigated the ex.tent the 
duration of exercise influen ced the determinatio n of maximal o xygen 
intake , using four ma.l es and one female as subje cts . The re sults of 
this study indi cated that the t.ime required to e stabli sh a plateau 
for oxygen consumption during exercise depended· o n  the workload .  
The inve stigators · s tated thz..t when respiratory and ci:;::-culatory 
fU."lc tions were measured , the workload should be applied for at least 
five minutes so the body co u ld 2-d apt to the s tr ess . Afte:?: a ten 
minute warm up period , tt;e investigators fo und that about two minutes 
of very heavy exercise were enough to adjust t.he cxyger. tran sporting 
system in young, healthy , wel1 tra ined subj ects to obtain the maximal 
0 
oxygen ln take . Ast:r.and �...nd &!'tin f1,und that with a wor1-:l� a1 that . 
cou ld be mu.intainod !o� four to five minutes , or longer , t.here m.ight 
be further increases in oxygen uptake beyond tho se found a.t two 
minutes of heavy exercise . The inves tigators suggested using a 
repeti tio:n o f  experiments to test aerobic capa.ci ty so that the most 
a.ccur-3.te value could be d e termined . 
0 
In ano ther study , Astra.nd and Saltin ( 196lb) investigated the 
effect of various type s of muscular activity en the maximal oxygen 
intake e.nd heart rate . Using six males and one female as subj e c ts ,  
the following type s of exercises were studied s ( 1) cycling o n  a 
bicycle ergcmeter in a sitting position , (2 )  cycling on a bicycle 
ergomete: in a supine :position , (3 ) simulta..�eous arm and leg work 
on 'bicycle e:rgome ters , (4) runn ir.g . on a treadmill , (5) ski ing , ( 6 )  
swim!.uine; , a-"'ld ( 'l )  arm wo.rk { cranking) . The investigators found that 
the maxianal oxygen in take valu es were slightly higher in uphi ll 
treadmill running . than cycling , cycling plus cranking , and ski lng � 
For these exerci ses , similar heart rates were obtained . The o ther 
exercises yielded maxL�al oxygen intake values that were at least 
15% lower than those obtained with running and cycling . The 
investlgators conclud ed that the aerobic capacity and maximal hear t  
rate were superior in maximal treadmill runn ing o r  cycling among 
well trained subjects . 
In a study conducted foi: the Ci.vil Aeromed ical Resear ch 
lnsti tute , Balke ( 1963) found that only dur ing rur1 s  betwe•e!1 12 and 
20 minutes doe s an individual achieve a pace which accurately 
reflects aerobic capacity . Baike fo'und that the 12 minute run 
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estimate slightly exceeded the maximal oxygen in take �easured on the 
treadmill while the 20 minute run estimate fell below the measured 
d eVries and Klafs (1965) evaluated the predictions of maximal 
. 
oxygen intake from submaximal tests using measured max vo2 as the 
criterion of  validity . The submaximal te sts evaluated were : (1) 
the Sjostrand-Wahlund test of physical working capacity , ( 2 ) a 
mod ification o f  the Sjostrand test using ben ch s tepping in s tead of 
a bicycle ergometer , (J)  the Harvard Step Test , (4) the Progressive 
Pulse-Ratlo Test , (5) a three minute modific�tion of the elta 
0 
Respiratory Quot.lent Test , and (6)  the A strand-Ryhming nomog"Iam . 
For the subjects tes ted in this study , 16 male Physical Educat on 
majors , the highe st prt:dict:l.ve values o f  maximal oxygen consumption 
16 
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were derived from the A s trand -Ryhming nomograin and the Sj o strand -
Wahlund te st . The inve stigators s tated that. those te sts in whi ch 
the heart rate during a measured worklo ad was the basi s o f  pr ed i c t ion 
had a slightly grea ter pred ictive value than tho se which used the 
heart rate during the reco very period . From the results of this 
study , the investigators concluded that maximal o xygen intake can be 
predi cted with a r easonable error o f  predi ction from submaximal 
te s ts . 
In the Americ�n Alliance of Health , Phy s i cal Education and 
Re creation (AAHPER ) Youth F itne ss Test , the 600 yard run test has 
been used to e s timate the circulorespiratory fi tne s s of chi ldren 
from ten to 18 year s of ag� . Falls , I smai l and MacLeod ( 1966 ) u sed 
the AAHPER Youth F itne ss Te st items to e stimate the aerobic capaci ty 
of 87 adult males be tween the ages of 23 and 58 y ears . W i th 
all seven ind e pendent variables o f  the Youth Fi tne s s Test  included 
in a multiple regre ssion equation ,  a multiple co rre lation co eff i i ent 
of R = . 760 was obtained for the estimatio n of maximal oxygen 
uptake (ml/kg/min) .  The investigato:::· s  co nclud ed that maxilllal oxygen 
co:1sum:ption (ml/kg/min) could be e s timated wi th reasonable valid i ty 
f::-om the subject ' s performance on the mo tor fitnes s items of the 
AAHPER Youth F itne ss Test . It was also concluded tr.at the single 
be s t  e stimator of maximal oxygen uptake among the te st i te s was 
the 600 ya.rd run . However , Balke ( 1963 ) ,  O lr e e  ( 1965 ) , Me tz and 
Alexander ( 1970)  have indicated that the 600 yard distance i s  
1..�sufficient to measure �erobic endur�� ce . 
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Co.rro l (1967) investigated the abili ty of the AAHPER Yo uth 
Fitness Te st items to predict max vo2 in young males , 11 years o ld .  
Using the 600 yard rttn time ( seccmd s) and the subj e ct ' s  weight 
(pounds) , Corrol developed a regression equation which was sign ificant 
(p S . 05) w i th an R = . 78 and an SEE = .±  4 . J2 ml/kg/min . Al though the 
regression equation was found to, be significant ,  Corro l s tated that 
the efficiency of maximal oxygen intake pred i c tion from the AAHPER 
Youth F i tness Te st was too low for . ind ividual predi ction and only 
ind i cates a group trend . 
Cooper (1968) investigated the relationship b� tween the. 
maximal oxygen consumption estimated from a 12 minu te run test and 
the max V02 measu.rAd on th� treadmill , using ll5 
.
me.le Air For�e pei: ­
sonnel a s  subjects . The investigator found the ·re lationship signi:fi 
cant (r = . 897) . Cooper concluded that the high correlatlon of the 
maximal oxygen consumption estimated from the run score with that 
measu.:r:ed on the treadmill Ir!ade it po ssible to e stimate , wi th con sid er ­
able accuracy � a.� individual ' s  maximal oxygen consumption from the 
results o f  the 12 minute run test . The investigator stated that the 
test was readily adaptable to J.arge groups , required minimal e quip­
men t , and appeared to be a be tter indicator of circulorespiratory 
fitness than the 600 yard run . Coo per stated that due to the high 
· correlation with maximal oxyg�n consumption , it could be assumed that 
the 12 minute run test was an objective measure of physical fit�ess , 
reflecting the circuloresplratory status of an individual . According 
to Cooper 1 thi s study indicated tha.t in young , well motivated subje cts , 
field te sting could provide a good assessment of  max i.mal oxygen 
consumption ; but the accuxe.cy of the estimate was dire c tly related 
to the mo tivation of the subjects •. 
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The findings of Dvoli ttle and Bigbee ( 1968 ) revealed a 
correla.tlon similar to Cooper ' s ,  r = . 90 ,  using · 149 ninth grad e boys 
as subj ects . The investigators , . using the te� t-retest coeffi cient 
of rell.abi li ty with · nine subje cts sele cted at random , fo tmd r ::.: • 976 . 
They alscJ concluded that the 12 mir�ute run was a highly re liable 
and valld ind i cator of maximal oxygen consumption . Using three 
dive.rgent ability groups , Kearney and Byrnes ( 1974) found a 
sign ificant ( p  � . 05)  r . 63 for t�e compo site group be tween the 
oxygen uptake estimated by the Astrand Bicycle ergomcter te st and 
the 12 minute rUL u sing JLl college :male s as subj ects . Seven of the 
subjects were considered non -�thleteE a.rid nrm-·PE major s a.�d y.ie.ltlE:d 
an r = . BO ( significant at p � . 05) . Group II included ten PE majors 
and yielded an r = . 64  ( significant at p l . 05) . The third gro up 
consisted of 17 varsity cro ss coun try runners . With this group , a. 
nonsignificant r � . 28 was found between maximal oxygen consumption 
determined on the bicycle ergome ter and that estimated from the 12 
minute run d i s tan ce . The investigator s  suggested that the trend 
toward a de creased performance and estimated oxygen uptake as the 
skill level in crea,sed was due to the higher mo tivation , highe r pain 
to lerar1ce and the grea. ter homogenei ty of the skilled runners .  
Wanamaker ( 1969) , using 96 male subject� between the age s of 
18 and 2J, inve stigated the valid ity and relia.bili ty cf the 12 minute 
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run tes t  under fe w.· selected mo tivational co nd i tion s .  An additional 
purpose for this study was to det�rmine what difference in performanc� , 
if any , was caused by the mo tivational conditions . The subjects were 
in two groups , tho se who volunteered and those who too k  part in the 
study to fulfill a c lass requirement . Each subj ect ran four times ,  
twice as part c f  a g.roup and twi ce as an individual . Pearson Product-
Moment correlations were used to determine differences in running 
performan ce .  The investigato r concluded tha� the 12 minute run was 
a reliable measure , but due to the relative ly low valj.di ty 
. 
coeff i cients ( r  = . 22 to r = . 53 )  between measured. max vo2 and max 
. 
vo2 estimated by the 12 minute run , and high error estimates ,  the 
pred1. ct.iv� value of the 12 mlnute run test in terms o f  maximal oxygen 
consumption was doubtful . Wanamaker fou."1d no significan t  differences 
in runn ing performance s due to runn ing in a gro up or as an individual . 
Gregory ( 1970) , in a study using 40 well-conditioned filales 
( ages 18-JO) as subjects , found a nonsignificant (p  � . 05 )  r = . 66 ,  
between the 12 minu te run performance and maximal o xygen intake . 
The subje cts in this study had a mean max vo2 value o f  .51 . 96 ml/kg/rain . 
Only 6 . 'J/; o f  the A ir Force personnel te sted by Cooper had higher 
oxygen uptake s .  Gre:gory concluded that the 12 minute run might be 
a more valid test of circulo re spiratol"J fitness of unconditioned 
subjects . 
Maksud and Coutts ( 1971)  found a similar corre lation of · 
r = . 65 ,  whi ch was significant ( p  � . 01 ) , between the 12 minute run 
20 
. 
and raav.: vo2 in 11 to 14 year o ld boy s . The inve s t igato rs ind i cated 
that the lo w corre lation coeff icien t  may have been due to the 
relative ly small ( N  = 17 ) and homogen�ous group of sub j e cts u s ed . 
The inv e stigator s con clud ed that the predi c tio n o f  maximal oxygen 
consumr)tio n  from the . perfo rmance on a twe lve mlnute run test should 
be approached wi th so;ne caution when applied to you:ng urban subjects . 
In summary , the r e sults of re sear ch haV'e ind i cated that there 
has been a con tinuing intere s t  !.n the develo pmen t  of submaximal 
tests to asse s s an in<l ividual ' s  c irculore sphatory f i tne s s . The 
eu.i:lier r e sear ch inve stigated blood pr essure , pul s e  rate changes , 
breath ho ld ing abi l i ty ,  pulse -ratio s ,  and pulse pr e ssure to ind i cate 
an ind ividual ' s  level of f i tne s s . 
More r e cently , b ench stepping ( Brouha , 191-�J) , _runn ing 600 
yard s , and the d istance run in 12 minutes have b e en u s ed to e sti.mate 
an indiv idual ' s aerobic capacity . The r e search has y ie ld ed �onf lict­( 
ing r esult s . The resear ch of Falls e t  al . ( 1966 ) and Corro l ( 1967 ) 
indicated that the 600 yard run was the mo st valid ind i cator of 
circulore spiratcry f itn ess in the AAHPER You th F i tness Te st while 
Balke ( 1963) , O lree ( 1965) and Metz and Alexand er ( 1970 )  ind i cated 
that the 600 yard d i stance was insuff i ci ent to measur e aero bi c 
endurance . 
Balke ( 1963 ) fo und the 12 minute run e s tin:..::1.te of aerobic 
. 
capaci ty s lightly exc eed ed the max vo2 value obtain ed on the tread -
mill . Coo per ( 1968) stated that the 12 minute run was an accurate 
. 
predictor of ma.x vo2 in well mo tivated subj e c ts . The f indings o f  
Doolittle and Bigbee ( 1968) and those of Kearney and Byrnes ( 1974) 
were simllar to the results of Cooper ' s . ( 1968) study . The re sear ch 
results of Wanamaker ( 1969 ) , Gregory ( 1970) , and Maksud and Co u tts 
( 197 1)  ind i cated that the 12 minu te run was no t a valid pred i c tor 
of max vo2 . 
Studies Using F emales as Subjects 
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une cf the first stud ies that dealt with the physical 
efficiency of college women was undertaken by 'Tuttle and Frey ( 19JO ) . 
Tuttle and Frey adapted the Tuttle pulse -ratio t e s t  to asse ss the 
cardio vasculat' fi tne ss of co llege women . The inve stigato r s  
d e termined that the standard ex�rcise should b e  stepping on  a lJ 
inch stool at a uniform rate for a period of o n e  minute . The �i1oun t  
o f  work performed by the sub j ect was V3.ried by changing the rate 
of stepping . As in the Tuttle pulse-ratio test , the standard 
pulse -ratio was 2 .5 .  The percent effici ency o f  the individual was 
determined by : 
Number of steps required for 2 .5 ratio x 100 , 
JO 
Usjng 19 co llege women as subjects , Tuttle and Frey foth�d that the 
variation in eff i ciency ratings of ind ividuals who w ere no t invo lved 
in sy stemati c train ing , was between 9% and l� . Th\� investigators 
stated that when the vari ation was greater or less , there ppeared 
to be some spe cial c ircums1:.a.t"lces whi ch accounted for 1 t .  
Using 296 females ,  17 to 21 years of age , a s  subj ects , 
Clarke ( 1943 ) modified the Harvard Step Te s t  for use by co llege 
women . The inve stlgator d evi sed a test to measur e the ability of 
the body to recover after str enuous physical activi ty . The work-
l o e.d consisted of stepping JO times per mi.nu te for four minutes  on 
an 18 inch b en ch . Clarke developed a nomogram for calcula ting the 
subj ect ' s  i nd ex of physi cal fitne ss based on the sum of the pulse 
rates ta.�en 1 to 1 . 5 ,  2 to 2 .5 ,  and 3 to J . ) minutes after exerci se 
with the duration cf the exercise in seco nd s .  
. 0 
In a study men tion ed earlier 1 Astrand and Ryhm ing ( 1954) 
deve�oped a nomogram to calculate an individual ' s aerobic capacity 
( l/min) from a knowledge of heart rate and oxygen con sumption ( or 
work level ) r eached dur ing a test with a submaximal rate of work . 
Using a bicycle ergome ter at 600 kgm/min and 900 kgm/min , the 
percent  error betwe en maximal oxygen intake calculated from the 
nomogram and that determin ed from cyc ling was 14 . 4% and 9 . li-% ,  
respectively , for females .  The best re sults were obtained when the 
heart rate at talned a level between 125 and 170 beats per minute . 
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By use of the nomogram , an individual ' s  maximal oxygen uptake ( l/min) 
could be estimated from a submaximal workload , withou t the use of 
extensive equip�ent or spe cially trained personn e l . 
Another modification of the Harvard Step Test  was d e ve loped 
by Sloan ( 1959) to make it more suitable for women . The investigator 
compared the fitnes� indexes of two groups (N = 15 and N = 16) of 
healthy you..,g ( �7 -21 yea:i· o ld ) women performing the step test on 
st.eps of various heights ( 16u , 17° , 18° , 20'' ) with the fitness 
indexes of a cnrre cponding group (1,1 = 42 ) cf young men perf arming 
2J 
the test on a 20 inch bench . The investigator sta ted that the 20 inch 
bench of ten pro duced lo cal fatigu� of the leg muscle s befo re the 
subject had reached her aerobic capacity .  Sloan found that a step 
of 17 inches was suitable for women pe rforming the Harvard Step 
Test . The investigator concluded that with a 17 inch step , the 
standard s of perform�'1 ce for men - on a 20 inch bench could be applied 
with th� same validity .  
Using one female and four zna.les as subje cts , Astr�Yld c:.nd 
Saltin ( 1961a) investigated the duration of exer ci se and how it 
influenced the determina tion o f  maximal oxygen intake . The 
invc stigato-rs stated that the workload should be applied for at 
least five :ninutas so t�l-3 bocly �ould adapt to the stress . In a 
second study , Astrand and Saltin ( 1961b ) used one female and six 
�ales as s:ibje c ts to investigate the effect of various type s of 
muscular activi �y on maximal oxygen intake and heart rate . The 
female sub ject took part in only the cycling and cycling with arms 
( cranking) tests . No reference was· made by · the investigators to the 
results o f  the female or why she was only included in two tests . 
In ano ther effort to modify the Harvard Step Te s t  to make 
it more suitable for women , Skubic and Hodgkins ( 1963 ) mod ified 
the test in various ways· and then analyzed the different methods 
for reliability and validity . The investlgaors , using 96 females 
as subjects (ages  12-25) , found that a three minute step test , 
stepping at the rate o f  24 s teps per minute on  an 18 inch bench was 
a valid and rel iable test  of the circulorespiratory fitness of girls 
and women . The results of the study ind icated that the mod ified 
te s t  c learly d ifferen tiated be tween female s in a highly trained , 
moderately activa , or sedentary state . 
Bi.lrr�s ( 1970 )  inve stigated the reliability and validi ty o f  
the twelve minute run · a s  a measur e  o f  aerobic capac ity of co llege 
women . Thir ty co llege female s be tween the a&es of 17 and 2J 
pe:r.fo::-med -three trials of the 12 minu te 1."un and two or three tr ials 
o f  a progr essive treadmill tes t . Consistency co eff icients were 
calcul�ted from a two -way ANOVA , yi e ld ing . 936 for the mean of the 
trials . Valid ity was obtained by corre lating the 12 minute run 
performance with the treadmlll grade , r = . 772 , with the maximal 
oxygen consumption during the treadmil l tes t ,  r = • 736 , and with 
the o ptimal work capaci ty , r = . 732 . On the basis o f  the r e sul ts , 
the investigator concluded that the 12 minute run was a r e l iable 
and valid measure of the aerobic capaci ty of co llege women . 
M cArdle e t  al . ( 1972 ) investigated the re liabil i ty and 
interre lationships between maximal oxygen consumption , physi cal 
work capaci ty , and s tep test score s in (X) llege female s (N = l�l) . 
The inves tigators con cludad that the re covery heart rate s core from 
a three minute step tes t  of moderate intensity was a re liable 
(r � . 92 ) and valid indicator of the maximal oxygen in take cf 
co llege women . The validity coefficient between the heart ra. te 
re covery score and max vo2 (ml/kg/min ) was r = - . 75 .  This 
coefficient was sig�ifica.ntly ( p � . 06 )  higher than the r = - .64 
obtained when the same subjects took the Skubic -Hodgkins Step Te st .  
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The investigators also found that the heart ra.te recover scor e s  on 
tha Qut�ns College Step Test were independent of  body weight 
( r = . 1.5 ) while a low (r = . 38) but statistically significan t  
(p  .S . 05)  correlation was found between the heart rate recovery 
score for the Skubic-Hodgkins Step Test a_nd body w e ight . 
Katch et al . ( 1973 ) conducted a study of the validity of 
the 12 minute run for college _females (N = 36 ) using m ax  V02 
determined o n  the treadmill as the cr:iterion .of  validity . The 
investigators found a significant correlation (r = . 67) between 
the 12 minute r un  and maximal oxygen consumption ln ml/kg/min . 
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Using Cooper ' s  regression equation to predict the oxygen consumption 
from the 12 minute run scores of men , Katch e t  al . determined that 
the average maximal oxygen consumption of the female subjects was 
underestimated by l� . Seventeen of the subjects from the sample 
had their body compo si tion determined by hydrostatic waighing 
methods . With these subjects ( n = 17) , there was a significant 
(p .s . 05 )  relationship (r = . 57)  between max vo2 ( 1/min ) and the 
distances run . When the max vo2 was expressed in ml/kg/min , the 
correlation increased to r = • 76 . Since lean body weight was fou..'1d 
to correlate highly with both max vo2 ( l/min ) and the 12 minute 
run distances ( r = . 49) . the investi.gators controlled the influence 
of lean body weight by a partial correlational te chnique . The 
partial correlation· significantly reduced the observed correlation 
between ma.xb1al oxygen consumption ar..d running performance to 
r12 • 3 = . 35 . Percent body fat was also partialled out from the 
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corre lation be tween max vo2 and the run scores , yie lding a s imi larly 
low and nonsignificant correlation . The inves tigato r s  concluded 
that the 12 minute run test was not a good predi c tor of ind ivid ual 
d ifferen c e s  for the sample studied since approximate ly 55% of the 
. 
variance in max vo2 was unexplained by a knowledge of the 12 �inute 
run sco1·e . 
Katch e t  a l .  ( 1973)  po inted out that Cooper ' s high 
correlation ( r = . 897)  was due to a !'lide age range ( 17 to 54 years) , 
a large variation in max vo2 value s  ( J l  to 59 ml/kg/min ) , and a 
large variation in run scores ( 1 . 11 to 2 . lJ m.1 les ) . Katch et  al . 
( 197.3) reported that the large variations would have the effec t  of 
inf lating the value of the co:rrelation co effi�i�:m-t , pr ima.:r ily sin ce 
. 
age is signifi cantly r e lated to max vo2 . The inv�stiga tors s tated 
that since Cooper did no t repor t the corre lation be twe en age and 
max vo2 , it was no t possible to evaluate the influence of age on . 
the · correlation be·twee n  max vo2 and 12 minute run scores by t.he u se 
of a partial correlation . Katch e t  al . ( 1973 ) pro posed that if 
this  had been done , Cooper ' s  corre lation of r = � 897 would have 
been reduced substantially . 
In summary , the re search of the validi ty of submaximal field 
tests for women has not be�n extensi ve . Researchers have investigated 
the pulse -ratio tes t ,  step te s ts , and t.he 12 minute run . .1 t tle and 
Frey ( 19JO) under took one o f  the first stud ies that dealt with the 
physicGl efficiency of cc llege females .  'Ih e  inves tigators d e ve loped 
a pulse -ratio test to assess the cara iova.scular fitness o f  female s . 
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In 194J , Clarke modified the Harvard Step Test to make it more 
suitable for women by d e crea sing t�e duration o f  the te s t  and lowe r ­
ing the height of the bench . Sloan · ( l959) , Skubic an d  Hodgkins 
( 1963) , and McArdle e t  al . ( 1972 ) made further mod if i cation s  o f  the 
step test . When HcArdle e t  al . ( 1972 ) compared the Queens Co llege 
St(.:p Test with the Skubic-Hodgkins S tep Te s t , it u�s found that the 
heart rate recovery . score o f  the Queens College Step Te s t  was 
independent of body weight while the . �elationship of the heart rate 
re cove�y score of the Skubic-Hodgkins Step Test  and body weight 
were stati stically .significant (p 5. . 05 ) . 
B urri s  ( 1970 ) and Katch et  al . ( 1973 ) investigated the 
validity of the l2 minute run and the research results yielded 
different con c lu sion s .  Burris ( 1970) concluded that the 12 minute 
run was a reliacl� and vslid measure of aerobic capacity while 
Katch et al . ( 1973 ) concluded that the 12 m inute run was no t a go od 
pred i ctor o f  aerobi c  capaci ty . 
Summarr 
There have been many methods d evi sed to asse ss .an individual ' s  
circulore spiratory f i tne s s . Some of the earlier r e search inve s t i ­
gated blood pressure , pulse rate change s , breath holding ability ,  
pulse -ratio s ,  and pulse pressure as indexe s o f  fitne s s . One o f  the 
. first investigations using females as subjects was conducted by 
Tuttle and Frey ( 1930) . The investigators recognized the need for 
a method of assessing the cir culore spiratory f i tness of women and 
adapted the Tuttle pulse-ratio te st for use by female s .  
Shortly �fter Brouha ( 1943) introduced the Harvard Step 
Test , Clarke ( 19L�J ) mod lf ied the test for use by women . The 
investigator shortened the length of the test to four minutes , 
lowered the bench step to 18 in che s , and maintained the rate of  
stepping at JO times per minute . Clarke devised a nomogram for u s e  
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with the revised test  to calculate ' the subject ' s index of  physical 
i:.itness based o n  the sum of the pulse rates taken 1 to 1 . 5 , 2 to 2 . 5 , 
and 3 to 3 . 5  minutes after oxercise a.nd the O.ura tion o f  the exercise 
in seconds . 
0 
In 1954 , Astrand and Rybming developed a nomog-ram to calcu-
late an individual ' s  aerobic capacity from a knowledge of heart rate 
and wo::-klo ad . '!he nomogram was designed for use by both males and 
females . The workload could be provided by a step test or a 
bicycle ergonieter . By use of the nomogram , an ind ividual ' s  maximum 
oxygen uptake ( !/min ) could be estimated from a submaximal test , 
without the use of extensive equipment o f  specially trained 
personnel . 
S loan ( 1959 ) provided another modification of  the Harvard 
Step Test by lowering the bench height to 17 inches  while keeping 
the rest of the test the same as the original . The investigator 
concluded t ha t  with a 17 inch step , the standards of performance 
for men on a 20  inch bench could be applied to womer. with the same 
validity . 
0 
Astrand and Saltin conducted two studies ; one investigated 
how the duration of exercise influenced the determination o f  maximal 
oxygen consumption ( 1961a) and the other study , the effe cts of 
· variOUH type s Of muscular activity on maximal oxygen intake and 
heart rate ( 196lb ) . Bo th stud ies used a small number of su�je c ts 
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(N  =-= 5 a.nd N = 7 ,  respectively ) and each study had only one well 
trained female subject �  Based on the results of these two investi­
gations , it  would be difficult to make any inferences . to the female 
population . Also , in the second study , data for the female subj e ct 
was only repor ted for cycling and cycling plus arms . No explanation 
was offered by the investigators as to why this was done . 
A third effort to modify the Harvard S tep Test for use by 
women was conducted by Skubic and Hodgkins ( 196J ) c The investigators 
ccncluded that stepping at the rate of 24 steps per. mlnute for 
three minutes , on an 18 inch bench was a valid and reliable test o f  
the circulorespiratory fitness of  girls and women . 
In 1966 , Falls , Ismail and MacLeod used the results from 
the AAHPER You th F itness Te st to es timate the aerobic capacity of  
adult males .  The inve stigators found the 600 yard run to bf3 the best 
ind i cator of circulorespiratory endurance in the Youth Fitness Test . 
However , Balke ( 1963 ) , Olree ( 1965 ) and Metz and A lexander ( 1970 ) 
ind icated that the 600 yard d istance is insuffi cient to measure 
aerobic endurance .  
In a study by McA:rdle �t al .  ( 1972 ) , ano ther variation of 
the step test for co llege women was devised , the Queens College Step 
Te st . In this study , the subjects also performed the . skubic -Hodgkins 
Step Test .  A significan tly higher ( p � . 06) corre lation coefficient 
( r = - • 75) was ob tain ed when the measur-ed max �ior. ( ml/kg/min ) G was 
corre lated with the hear t rate re covery score from the Que en s 
Co llege Step Te st than when the max ·vo2 (ml/kg/min) was correlated 
wi th the Skubic -Hodgkins Te s t  ( r = - .64). 
JO 
'l'he remaind er of the s tud ies revi ewed dealt with the valid i ty 
and r e liability of the 12 minute riln . Cooper ( 1968) inves tigated 
he re latio n ship between the maximal oxygen consumption e st imated 
. 
from a 12 minute run te st and the max vo2 measur ed on the treadmi l l , 
finding . a corre lation of r = . 897 . On the basis o f  the high 
correlation , Coo per con cluded that the 12 minute run was an objective 
measure of phy sical fitness as refle cted by the circulo r e spl.ratory 
status of an ind ividual . Doo little and B igbe e  ( 1968)  found a 
correlation (r = . 90 )  similar to that o f Cooper ' s  study and con-
eluded that the 12 minute run was a highly relia.ble and valid 
indicato r o f  ma..ximal oxygen in take . Kearney and Byrne s  ( 1974) also . 
con c luded that the 12 minute run was a re liable and valid measure 
of c irculorespiratory fitness . Burris ( 1970) , using co llege females 
as subje cts , concluded that the 12 minute run was a reliable and 
valid measure of the aerobi c cap�c ity of co llege women . 
In con tras t ,  Wanamaker (1969) , using 96 male subj e c ts , 
found the 12 m inute run to be a re liable mea.sure , but the pred i ctiv e  
value o f  t h e  t e s t  i n  terms o f  maximal oxygen con sumption was doubtful . 
In a study by Gregory (1970) , a nonsignificant (p :f . 05 )  r = . 66 
was found b e twe£n the 12 �inute run performan ce and maximal oxygen 
Jl 
in take . Grego ry concluded that the 12 minute run might be a mor e 
valid tes t  of the cir culore spiratory fitness of sub j e c ts in poorer 
phy si cal condition than the subjects· used . Maksud and Co u tts ( 197 1 )  
found a simi lar correlation ( r  == . 65) whi ch was significan t ( p  � . 01 )  
between the 12 m inute run and max vo2 in 1 1  to 14 year o ld boy s . 
Even though the relationshi p  was signifi cant ( p  � . 01) , the inves-
tigators concluded that the pr edi ction of  maximal oxygen consumption 
from the performan ce on a twe lve minute run test should be approached 
with caution when appli ed to yo ung urban subjects . 
In a study of the valid i ty of the 12 minute run using co ll ege 
females as subj ects , Katch et al . ( 1973 )  fo und a signifi can t 
correlation ( r = . 67 )  between the 12 minute run and maximal o x.yt;cn 
consumptio n  ( m l/kg/min ) . Sin ce lean body weigh t was fo und to 
corre late highly with bo th max vo2 ( l/m in ) and the 12 minute run 
d�stance ( r  = 49 ) ,  the investigators contro lled the influence  of 
lean body weight by a par tial corre lation te chnique . The partial 
correlation sign ifi cantly r educed the observed co rre lation be t e en 
maximal oxygen consumption and the 12 minute run performance to 
r12 . J  = . 35 . The investigators concluded tr.at the Coo per 12 minute 
run test was no t a good pred ictor of individual differenc e s  in max 
. 
max vo2 . 
The revi ew of literature ind icate s that ther e has been a lack 
of r esearch to validate submaximal tests of cir cu lo re spiratory f i tness 
for women . I n the studies conduc ted , the results indi cate that there 
is still some doubt as to the abi li ty of the Queens Co llege Step 
Test , the 600 yard run , and the 12 minute run to accurate ly assess  
· the cir culorespiratory fitness of co llege females . 
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CHAPTER · I I I  
METHOOOLOG Y 
'Ille purpose of this inve sti gation was to d e termin e the 
validity of s e le cted subma.xima.l fie ld tests used to estimate the 
aerobic capaci ty of healthy un trained co llege females . The r esults 
of the thr e e  fie ld tests , namely , the 600 yard run , the 12 minu te 
run , and the Que ens College Step Te st , were compared with the results 
from the Balke -Ware Treadmill Te s t . This chapter d escri bes the 
research d e s ign of the investigation , sub je cts , data co lle c tion 
-pro ced ures and methods o f  data ana.lys i s . 
Thls investi gation was conducted d uring the 1979 Spring 
Semester at South Dako ta State University tn Bro o k ings ,  South Dako ta . 
Each subj ect c�  = 18) comple ted six tests ; three f ie ld te st8 to 
estimate aerobi c capaci ty ( the 600 yard run , the .l.2 m ir:u te i:un , and. 
. 
the Queens Co l lege S tep Te st ) , a treadmi ll te st -�o d e termjJ1 e max vo2 ,  
and two re tests which were randomly as sip�ed . Thb :cetests ( n  = 10 
for the 600 yard run and the Queens College S tep Test , n = 8 for 
the 12 minute run and the Balke -Ware Treadmill Test )  were us to 
determine the reliability and re producib i li ty of the rueasureme n t s . 
Only the results from the first te sts were used as ::::-epre se11 tative 
value s in the subse quent statistical analyses . The tes t ing order 
Was rand omly assign ed and the te s ting was scheduled at time s mutual ly 
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agreeable to each subject and the investigator . The tests were 
given with at least a one day interval between the testing sessions . 
The fi�ld tests were administered on the 220 yard Astro turf 
Resilient indoor track or on the bleacher steps in Frost Arena , 
with the max V02 assessment made in the Human Performance Laboratory , 
all located in the Physical Education Center (PEC )  at South Dako ta 
State University .  The bleacher steps in the Intramural Building , 
located on the SDSU calllpus ,  were also .used • 
. Prior to the administration of each of the first two field 
te sts , selected anthropometric measurements , including he ight , weight , 
suprailiac skinfold and triceps skinfold , were measured for each 
subject . The mea surements lfere collected by the inY.P-stigator with 
the aid of  trained assistants .  
§ubjects 
The subjects (N = 18) who participated in this study were 
healthy untrained female studen ts enrolled in the South Dakota State 
Un iversity Fitness and Life time Activity Physical Education Pr ogram 
during the Spring Semester . 1979 · Eighteen subjects (mean age = 19 . 4  
years) were tested between April 18 and May 11 , 1979 .  The physical 
characteristics  of the subjects are shown in Table I .  
The following procedu=es were used to familiarize the subjects 
with this investigation : 
1 .  Prier to data collectio n , each subject was given an 
explanation of the measurements to be used in this study and asked 
to read it  (Appendix A) . 
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2 .  Each subject was asked fo fill out a health survey to 
help determine  whether there was any reason that she should no t 
participate in this study (A ppendix B ) . 
J .  After reading the explanation of the tests and completing 
the health survey , the subject was asked to read and sign a human 
consent form (A ppendix C ) . 
TABLE I . 
PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SUBJECTS (N = 18) 
Variable x s CV Range 
Age (Years) 19 . 4  0 . 7  J . 6 · 18 . 5  - 21 . J  
Height ( cm)  166 . 1  6 . o  J . 6  155 . 3 - 174 . 5 
Weight ( kg) 60 . 2  8 . 4  14 . 0  45 . 2  - 76 . 0  
Body Density
a (gm/cc ) 1 . 051 . 007 0 . 7  1 .  039 - 1 .  06J 
% BFb 20 . 6 2 . 7 lJ . l  15 . 6  - 25 . 8  
FW {kg) c l2 . 5  3 . 2  25 . 6  7 . 0  - 18 . 2  
FFW (kg)d 47 . 8  5 . 6 11 . 7  37 . 5 - 58 . 5 
a computed from the Slo an -Weir ( 1970 ) formula for predi cting 
Body Density . 
b computed from Brozek ( 1963 ) formula for de te:rming % Body Fat . 
c and ddetermined using the computed % Body Fat . 
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Anthro;pom e tri c Measurement s  
Prior to each o f  the f irs t two t e s t  sessions , four 
anthropome tri c variables , height , we ight , suprai liac skinfo ld and 
triceps sk1nfo ld , were measured . The skinfo ld measurement s  were 
taken o n  the right side of the body w i th Harpenden skinfo ld calipers . 
Each an thropometric variable was measured three consecutive time s 
during the two testing sessions . The mean of the three measuremen t s  
re corded pr ior t o  the first test was the representati ve value for 
the test and the mean o f  the three measuremen ts re co rded prio r to the 
se co nd t e s t  was the representative value for the r e te st . The test ­
rete st values were used to determine the reliab i l i ty and reproduci -
bi.l lty of the measurement .  The first te s_t val"J.e was u�ed. as a 
representative value for the anthro :rmae tr i c  variable be ing measur ed . 
While being measured , the subject wore only a tee shir t and sho rt s . 
Height . He ight was measured while the subje ct was s tand ing 
ere ct ,  weight distributed evenly on both feet , heels toge ther , eyes 
looking straight ahead , back against the stad iometer , and arms 
hanging naturally at the sides . The me tal bar was lowered un til 
it touched the top of the subje ct ' s head and the he lght was r e corded 
to the neare s t  . 5  cen tL�e ter . Af ter the height was r ecorded , the 
subje c t  stepped o ff the s tad iometer and the pro cedure was re peated 
two more times (Appendix D )  • · 
Weight . We ight was measured while the subj ect was s tand ing 
mo tionless in the middle o f  the scale ' s  platform . On ce the seal 
s tabilized and the weight was recorded ,  the subject stepped o ff o
f  
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the scale and the pro cedure was repeated two more times . The we ight 
was recorded to the �eare st . 5 poun� s and then converted to 
ki logra..11s (Appendix E ) . 
Suprai liac skinfo ld . The suprailiac skinfo ld was measured as 
a vertical skinfo ld over the i liac cre st in the mid -axi llary line 
( Slo an and We ir , 1970 ) . The subject was ins tructed to s tand ere ct 
wi th her weight evenly distributed on bo th feet and the r ight arm 
held slightly behind· her side . The s.k.info ld was measured three 
time s . The skinfo ld was regrasped each time a m easurement was taken 
(Append ix F ) . 
Tr iceps skinfo ld . Thie triceps skinfo ld was measured w i th 
the e lbow extend ed . The skinfo ld was a vertical skinfo ld on the 
back of the r ight arm , halfway be tween the acromion and o le cranon 
pro ce sse s ( Slo an  and Weir , 1970 ) . After grasping the s kinfo ld , the 
inve stigator in structed the subject to flex the e lbo w to make cer tain 
that nor.e o f  the tr iceps musculature was being grasped . The subject 
then extend ed the e lbow and re laxed the arm whi le the measur ement 
was being taken . Each time the skinfo ld was measured , the skinfo ld 
was regrasped (Append ix F ) . 
B ody den si� . The suprai liac and tr iceps skinfo ld s were 
substi tuted into the Sloan-We ir ( 1970 ) formula to d etermine the body 
density for the subjects . The formula used was i 
Body Density = 1 . 0?64 - . oooa1 ( Suprai liac skinfo ld ) 
- . 00088 ( Tri ceps Skinfo ld ) . 
The test -r ete s t  values o f  the skin�o ld site s were used to d e termine 
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the reliab i l i ty and reprodu cibility of the estimat ion o f  body d ensi ty . 
The first test valu e was used as the repre sen tative bo dy d en s i ty 
value . 
?ercen t  body fat . Percent body· fat wa s computed from body 
density values u sing the Bro z e k  ( 196 J )  fo rmu la . The formu la u sed 
was :  
Percent Body Fat = (4 . )70/Body Density - 4 . 142) x 100 . 
The body d ensity values computed from .the te s t -retest valu e s  o f  the 
skinfo l9. s i te s  wer e u sed to d e termine the reliabi l i ty a.nd reprod u c ­
i :;ility o f  percent body fat . The represen tative body d ensi ty was 
used to compute the repre sentative percent body fat value . 
Field '!'e s ts 
600 yard run . The 600 yard run was admini stered acco rd ing 
to the guidelin e s  of  the AAHPER Youth F i tness Te st Manual ( 1976) . 
The obj e c t  o f  the test  was to run the 600 yard d i s tanc e  as qui ckly as 
po s sible . The 220 yard indoor track lo cated in the Phys i cal 
Educatio n  Cen ter at SDSU was marked to indicate the s tarting line 
and the finishing line ., Only a stand ing start was allo wed . As the 
subjects were running , they were informed. of the ir lap times at 
220 yards and 44·0 yards 0 Each subj e ct ' s  score was r e comed to the 
neaxest . 1  s econd 0 Before the 600 yard run ,  as well as the o ther 
field tests , the sub j e cts were allowed to stre tch o ut and warm up 
until they fe l t ready to s tar t  (Append ix G) . The subjects time ,  in 
seconds , was substi tu ted into an equation derived by Corrol ( 1967) 
to pred ict o xygen consumption . The equation used was : 
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X0 ( Natural Log o2 Intake ml/kg/min )  = 8 . 098 - . 649 ( Natural 
Log 600 yard Run Time in Seconds ) - . 208 (Natural Log 
Weight in Pounds) . 
This equation has an R = . 782 and a SEE = ±_4 . J2 ml/kg/min of oxygen 
for young ( 11 year old )  males . 
12 minute run . The ·12 minute run test was conducted accord ­
ing to Cooper ( 1968) . The test was administered on  the 220 yard 
indoor track in the Physical Ed ucation . Center . The track was 
divided . into four 55 yard segments . The subjects were advised to 
run at a steady pace to cover the most distance , but walking was 
permltted . Only a standing start was allowed . During the test , the 
subjects were informed of' their lap times . Th� scora was r e co rded 
in laps plus . 25 fractions of laps completed during the 12 minutes . 
This score was converted to miles , to the nearest . 01 mile . Two 
to five subjects performed the test at one time (Appendix H) . The 
subject ' s score �as used to predict oxygen consumption . The 
estimation was made from interpo lation from Cooper ' s  cha.rt (Appendix 
I) . 
Queens College Step Test . The Queens Co llege Step Test wa.s 
administer�d as directed by McArdle et al .  ( 1973 ) . The test was 
administered individually on the bleacher steps in the Frost Arena 
and in the Intramural Building at So uth Dakota State Uniniversity . 
The test was explained and demonstrated for each subject . After 
seeing the demonstration , a 15 second practice trial was gi ven to 
the subject . A three minute rest period fo llowed the practice trial . 
The test con sisted of stepping continuously at the rate of 22 steps 
· per minute on a 16 . 25 inch bench for three minutes . Five seconds 
after the completion of the test , the subject ' s  pulse was moni tored 
by the inve stigator at the caro tid artery for 15 second s . The 
15 second pulse was multiplied by four to obtain the subject ' s 
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score in beats per minute (Appendix J ) . To estimate oxygen consump­
tion , the following equation wa_s used t-· 
Estimated max V02 ( ml/kg/min} - 65 . 81 - . 1847 ( heart rate 
. recovery score ) 
(McArdle et al . ,  197J ) . 
Treadmill Test Pro tocol  
Oxygen intake was assessed using the treadmill pro toco l of 
Balke and Ware ( 1959) with a modification by Katch e t  al . ( 197J ) . 
The subject walked on the treadmill which was set at a speed o f  
J. J  miles per hour . For the first two minutes , the grade of the 
treadmill was \JI, .  After two minutes , the grade was raised to 2% ;  
With each subsequent minute , the grade of  the treadmill was in ... reased 
1% until the hea.rt rate of the subject reached 180 beats per minute . 
If the subje ct could walk at the maximum treadmill e levation ( 1&;6) , 
the speed of the treadmill was increased . 1  mph/min until the heart 
rate reached 180 beats per minute . During the testing , the laboratory 
temperature ranged from 20 . 0°c to 2J . J°C .  
The fo llowing data were collected for each subject from· the 
treadmill test : ( l ) ' heart rate (beats per minutes) , ( 2 )  oxygen 
consumption ( l/min and ml/kg/min) ,  (J )  pulmonary ventilation ( l/min ) . 
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(4) temperature of expired gas (0c) , (5 )  respiratory exchange ratio 
( R ) , and ( 6) duration of the test (minutes) . 
When the subject reported to the Human Performance  Laboratory , 
the entire test  protocol was explained (Appendix K) and the equipment 
was adjusted . After answering any questions that the subject may 
have had , the electrodes were put on and connected to . the transmitter . 
The subject was allowed to stretch, especially the calf muscle s , 
before the test . As a warm up and to become familiar with the 
treadmill , the subject  walked for two minutes on the treadmill at a 
01' grade with the speed set at J . J  mi les per hour .  After resting 
for five minutes , the treadmill test began . Throughout the test , 
the subject was encouraged to do her best . 
Oxygen con sumption . While walking on the treadmill , the 
subject breathed through a Modified Otis-McKerrow one way valve 
�hich was connected to a Parkinson Cowan Spirometer ( CD -4  Dry Gas 
Meter) to measure expired gas volume and temperature . One minute 
continuous expired gas volume samples were collected ln five liter  
gas bags as  the subject ' s  heart rate approached 170 beats per minute . 
After the termination of the test , the collected expired gas was 
analyzed immediately for carbon dioxide and oxygen concentration 
with the use of  a Godart Pulmo -Analyzer (Appendix L ) . The soda.line 
in the Pulmo -Analyzer was replaced before each bag of gas was 
analyzed . Barome tric pressure and expired gas temperature were 
recorded to correct the . gas volume measurement to S. T . P . D �  ( 0°  
centigrade temperature , 760 millimeters atmospheric pressure free 
. 
. 
of water vapor ) . The vo2 value was computed for the heart rate of 
. the last minute of the treadmill test . To predict max vo2 , the 
fo llowing equation was used : 
V02 (nil/min ) STPD = v x w x ( . O?J + ��0) x 1 . 8  
where 
v = treadmill speed in meters per minute 
w = body weight in kilograms 
oc = treadmill angle in percent 
1 . 8  = factor constituting the oxygen requirement in ml/min 
for 1 meter-kilogram of work (Balke and Ware , 1959 ) . 
. Heart rate . Heart rate was monitored during each minute of 
the test using two electrodes which were connected t o  a telemetric 
unit (E  & M Instrument Co . ,  Inc . , Houston , TX) . One electrode was 
placed on the mid -sternum and the second in the fifth interco stal 
space .  The radio signal was received. by a Biotelemetry Receiver 
(E & M Instrument Co . ,  Inc . ) and then transmitted to a Physiograph 
Six , where a printout was recorded . The paper speed for the 
physiograph was set at 1 cm/sec ; therefore ,  the number of peaks in 
6 cm multiplied by ten equaled the heart rate for one minute . 
§tati stical Analysis o f  the Data 
Test-rete st reliability and reproduciblli ty for each of 
the three field tests and the treadmill test were computed using 
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation co efficients and paired_ t-tests 
(n = 10 for the 600 yard run and the Queens College Step Test , n = 8 
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for the 12 minute run and the Balke-Ware Treadmill 'rest) . The test-
retest reliability and reproducibility for the antropometric  
variables were also computed using Pearson Product-Moment Correlation 
coefficients and paired t -tests (N = 18) . 
To determine if a signific�nt difference existed between 
. . . 
max V02 estimated from the Balke-Ware test and the max V02 
estimated by the field tests , a One-Way Analysis of  Variance (ANOVA ) 
was used . One ANOVA was conducted to determine if a significant 
. 
difference existed among the means of the max vo2 estimation as 
expressed in l/min and a second when expressed in ml/kg/min . 
Tuckey ' s w-procedure was used as a· post hoc analys.is  to 
determine which groups had significantly d.ifferent means . The 
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation technique was used to determine 
the association between anthropometric variables ,  performance scores 
. 
from the fie ld te sts and max V02 values . Finally , a stepwise 
regression technique was used to establish prediction equations that 
estimated max VO from field test performance values . 2 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS AND DI 3CUSSION OF RESULTS 
The primary purpo se of this inve stigation was to d e term i n e 
the valid i ty of se lected submaximal fie ld te sts used to e s t im'1te 
aerobi c capac i ty .  A secondary purpo se was to d e term i ne the 
asso ciation o f  maximal oxygen consumption w i th the performan ce o f  
se le c ted submaximal fi eld te s ts . 
'Ihe a.naly s i s  of data and di scussion of r e sults have been 
pre s en ted in e ight parts . The fir�t par t in clud e s  the r e liab i l i ty 
and reprodu c ib i l i ty o f  the an thro pome tr i c  variable s ,  f i e ld te s t  
score s ,  and tre admi l l te s t  re sul ts . The se co nd. i)ar t deals w i t h  the 
performan ce sco r e s  from the f i e ld tests . Con tain ed in the third 
part i s  the d e s cr i ptive data obtained fro m the Balke -Ware Treadmi l l  
Test . The four th par t s hows the zero -order corre lati on co eff i ci e n ts 
betwe en the anthro po m e tr i c  var iab le s ,  the f i e ld te s t  s co re s , ar.d the 
. 
max V0
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e s timat e d  from the treadm i l l  te s t . Par t f i v e  co n tain s an 
ANOVA used as a signif i can c e  to s t ,  w i th par t s lx be ing the r e su l t s  
of a Tuckey ' s w -pro cedm·e po st ho c analys� s . The seven th par t 
. 
con tains stepw i se mul tiple r�gre s sio n e quation s to pred i ct max vo2 
from the performance d Core s of the 600 ya.rd run , the 12 m inute run ,  
and the Quee n s  Co llege Step Te s t . 'Ill e e ighth part pre sents a 
d i s cussion o f  the re sults . The raw data on which the s ta ti s ti cal 
analy ses were based are presen ted in Appe�d ix M .  
Reliablli ty and Reproducibility 
. o f  the Data 
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Anthro:pometric  variables . Pearson Product-Moment Correlation 
coefficients a.�d paired t - te s ts (N = 18) (�dble II ) were used to 
assess the test-retest reliability and reproducibi lity of the 
measurements of height ( cm ) and weight ( kg ) in addition to the body 
density (gm/cc ) , % body fat , fat weight ( kg ) , and fat free weight 
( kg) values computed from the suprailiac and tri ceps skinfo lds . The 
reliabili ty coefficients of  all the variables were significant 
(r  = . 98 to r = 1 . 00 , p � . 01 )  with no sign ificant d ifferen ce s  found 
between the mean of the anthropome tr i c  variables for Day 1 and the 
mean of· Day 2 .  Since no sign ificant differences were found and the 
measures were reliable , only the measures  from the first day were 
used in the subsequent statistical analyse s .  
Field test values . The test-retest reliability and repro -
ducibility for the 12 minute run (n = 8) , 600 yard run (n = 10) , and 
the Queens College Step Test (n = 10 ) were assessed by the use of 
Pearson Product-Moment Correlation coefficients and paired t -tests 
(Table III ) . The 12 minute run proved to be a reliable ( r = . 97 ,  
significant at p .f . 01) but not reproducible test since a significant 
difference ( t = 4 . 54 ,  significant a t  p � . 01)  was found between the 
mean distance of Day 1 and Day 2 .  'The r = • 97 and the mean di  f erence 
between Day 1 and Day 2 of -0 . 05 indicate that all the subje cts 
tended to improve their performance on the second trial of the 12 
minute run .  
TABLE II 
RELIABILI TY AND REPRODUCIBILITY OF ANTHROFOMETRI C VARIABLES (N = 18) 
Day 1 Da;y 2 
- x �  Variable x s SE- x s SE- SEX.A 
t r x x 
Height ( cm)  166 . 1 6 . o 1 . 4 166 . l  5 . 9 1 . 4 0 . 0  0 . 1  0 . 39 l . OOa 
Weight ( kg) 60 . 2 8 . 4  2 . 0 59 . 9 8 . 2  1 . 9 0 . 3 0 . 2 1 . 17 o . 99a 
BD ( gm/cc) b 1 . 051 0 . 007 0 . 002 1 . 052 0 . 007 0 . 002 -0 . 001 0 . 000 l . J6 o . 98a 
% Body Fat 20 �6  2 . 2 o . 6 20 . J  3 . 1  . 0 . 7  0 . 3 0 . 2 1 . 41 o . 98a 
Fat Weight (kg) 12 . 5  J . 2 0 . 8  12 . 4  3 . 3 0 . 8  0 . 1· 0 . 1  1 . 55 o . 99a 
Fat Free Weight ( kg) 47 . 8  5 . 6  1 . J 47 . 7  5 . 2  1 .2 0 . 1 0 . 2  0 . 89 o . 99a 
aSignificant at p < . 01 .  
b 
Body Density . 
5' 
l 
l 
TABLE III 
RELIABILITY Ai'ID REPRODUCIBILI TY OF FIELD TEST VALUES 
Day 1 Day 2 
Variable X S SEX X S S£x X A  SEXA t r 
12 Minute Run n = 8 
D i s tan ce mi le s  1 . 37 0 . 13 0 . 05 1 . 42 0 . 14 0 . 05 -0 . 05 0 . 01 4 . 54-a o .97a 
· b a Est . vo2 ( l/min ) 2 . 2 0 . 4 0 . 1  2 . 3 0 . 4 0 . 2 -0 . 1  0 . 0 J . O  0 . 99 
· a a E st .  vo2 (ml/kg/min )  37 . 3  4 . 4  1 . 5  38 . 8  4 . 4  1 . 5  -1 . .5 0 .4 3 . 7  0 . 97 
600 Yard Run (n = 10) 
Time (sec) 132 .2  13 . 9  4 . 4  lJl . l  16 . .5 5 . 2  1 . 1  2 , 2 . 0 . .5 0 . 9la . . a Est . vo2 ( l/min) 3 . 0 o .4 0 . 1  3 . 0  o .4 0 . 1  o . o  o . o  1 . 5  0 . 98 
Est . vo2 (ml/kg/min )  50 .4  3 . 3  1 . 1 50 . 8  4 . 1 1 . 3 -0 .4 0 . 6  0 . 7  0 . 93a 
ueen s Colle e Ste 
Te st n = 10 
Heart rate \b min )  1J6 . 8  18 . 1  5 . 7  135 . 6  16 . 1  5 . 1  1 . 2 2 . 5 0 . 5  0 . 87a 
Est . V02 ( l/min ) 2 . 5  O . J 0 . 1  2 . 5 O . J 0 . 1  0 . 0  0 . 0  0 . 0  0 . 96
a 
• a Est . vo2 (ml/kg/min ) 40 . 6  3 . 3 1 . 1  40 . 7  J . O 1 . 0  -0 . 1  0 . 4  0 . 4  0 . 92 
aSignificant at p :S . 01 .  
bSignificant at p � . 05 .  
� 
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The results of this test compare favorably with o thers  in the 
literature . The reliability coefficient (r = . 98)  found by Doolittle 
and Bigbee ( 1968) using n ine ninth grade boys as subjects was similar 
to that found in the present investigation . Burris ( 1970 ) , using 
a two -way ANOVA , found a consistency coefficient o f  . 94 for the 
performance of the 12 minute run by JO college females .  Katch 
et al .  ( 1973 ) , using college females ( N  = J6) , found an r = . 78  
which was lower than that of the present investigation . 
· 'Ihe 600 yard run was a reliable ( r = . 91 , p !: . 01 )  and 
reproducible ( t = . 5 ) measure in this investigation . The reliability 
coefficient for the Queens College Step Test , r = . 97 ,  was 
significant  (p � . 01 )  while t = . 5  was no t sign ifican t ,  indicating 
that the test was reproducible as well . The investigation of  
McArdle et  al . ( 1972 ) yielded a similar reliability coefficient for 
the Queens Co llege Step Test , r = . 92 ,  using· 41 female subjects . 
Balke-Ware Treadmill Test . The treadmill test variables 
measured were as follows : ( 1) heart rate (beats per minute ) a+ 
which the test was terminated (r = 0 . 00) , (2 ) Ve ( l/min ) ( r = . 92 ,  
p ,S. . 01) , (J ) temperature ( 0c )  (r = . 74 , p 5 . 05 ) ,  (4) respiratory 
exchange ratio ( R )  (r = . 28) , (5 )  vo2 ( l/min ) de termined at the 
heart rate of 180 beats per minute (r = . 72 , p � . 05 ) , ( 6 )  vo2 
(ml/kg/min ) also determined from the heart rate of 180 beats per 
minute (r = . 67 ) , ( 7 )  duration of the test in minutes (r = . 72 ,  
p .!S . 05) , ( 8) max V02 ( l/min ) estimated from the duration . of the 
test (r = . 75 , p � . 05)  and ( 9 )  max vo2 (ml/kg/min ) also estimated 
from the duration of the test (r = . 75 ,  p � . 05 ) . The results o f  
the treadmill test-retest are shown in Table IV . The hear t rate 
produced an r = 0 . 00 since the first day testing yie lded a standard 
d eviation of 0 . 00 due to all the hear t  rate s be ing 180 beats per 
minute . The respiratory exchange ratio produced a nonsignificant 
r = . 28 .  This i s  similar to o ther studies such as that o f  M cArdle 
e t  al . ( 1972 ) , r = . 52 ,  which was also not significant . 
(ml/kg/ruin ) measured at the heart rate of 180 beats per m inute was 
not a reliable measure for this investigation since r = . 67 .  The 
max vo2 ( l/min and ml/kg/min ) estimated from the duration of  the 
treadmill test  was a reliable and . reproducible measure (r • 75 for 
bo th , significa..� t at p � . 05) . The study of  McArd le e t  a l . ( 1972 ) 
found the Balke -Ware Treadmill Test to be a reliable ( r = . 95)  means 
for assessing the aerobic capacity ( l/min ) in women . McArdle et  al . 
( 1972) actually took the subjects to max vo2 rather tha..� using the 
Balke-Ware  prediction equation . No significant d iffer ences were 
found between the means of Day 1 and Day 2 for the Balke -Ware 
Treadmill Test variables . 
Representative Values for F ie ld 
Tests and Treadmill Te s t  
Field test  per�orma.nce score s . Table V con tains the 
representative f ie ld te st values .  For the 12 minute run r the mean 
distance run in 12 minute s  was 1 . J4 miles . Thi s mean was greater 
than that obtained in the inves tigation of Katch e t al . ( 1973 ) using 
a group ( N  = 36 , x = 1 .22 mi. las) of female varsi"t.y athletes (n  = 12 ,  
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TABLE IV 
RELIABILITY AND REPRODUCIBILITY OF TREADMILL TEST VALUES (N = 8) 
Daz l Dal 2 
Var iable x s SE-x x s SE-x x �  8Ex A t r 
Heart Rate ( b/min)  180 . 0  0 . 0  0 . 0  181 . 4  2 . 8  1 . 0  -1 . 4  1 . 0  1 . 40 0 . 00 
Ve ( l/min) 49 . 1  11 . 6  4 . 1  52 . 3  14 . 7  5 . 2 -3 . 2  2 . 2 1 .48 o . 92a 
Temp (0c ) 27 . 5  1 . 3 0 . 5 27 . 3  1 . 0  0 .4 0 . 2  0 . 3 0 . 80 o .  74b 
R 0 . 94 0 . 90 0 . 03 1 . 00 0 . 08 0 . 03 -0 . 06 0 . 0  1 . 55 0 . 28 
Measured vo2 ( l/min ) 1 . 9 o . 4 0 . 1  1 . 7  o . 4 0 . 2 0 . 2 . 0 . 1  1 . 38 o . 72b 
. 
Measured vo2 6 . 7 2 . 4 0 .- 67 (ml/kg/min) 31 . 0  28 . 3  5 . 0  1 . 8  2 . 7 1 . 2 1 . 53 
Time (min ) 16 . 4  2 . 7 1 .0 16 .4 J .4 1 . 2  o . o  0 . 9  o . oo o . 72b 
E s t . vo2 ( l/min) 2 . 3 0 . 4  0 . 1  2 . J 0 � 4 0 . 1  0 .0 0 . 1  ·0 . 27 o . 75b 
Est . vo2 (ml/kg/min) )8 . 6  5 . 9 2 . 1  J8 . 8  6 . 7 2 . 4 -0 . 2  1 . 7  ·0 . 10 o . 75b -
aSignifica.nt at p � . 01 .  
b Significant at p :S • 05 . 
V\ 0 
�. 
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TABLE V 
REPRESENTATIVE FIELD '!EST VALUES ( N  = 18) 
Variable x s �E-... x CV Range 
12 Minute R w: 
�--- --
Distance (mi)  1 . 31� 0 . 13 O . OJ 9 . 7  1 . 13 - 1 . 50 
Est . vo2 ( l/min )  2 . 2 0 . 4 0 . 1  16 . 7  1 . 6  - 2 . 8  
Est . vo2 (ml/kg/min)  36 . 3  4 ..4 1 . 0  12 . 2  29 . 2  - 41 . 6  
600 Yard Run 
Time ( sec)  1J5 . 3  12 . 4  2 . 9 9 . 1  113 . 2 ·  - 155 . 0  
Est V02 ( l/min ) 3 . 0 0 . 4 0 . 1  12 . 3  2 . 3 - 3 . 5 
Est . vo2 (ml/kg/min ) 49 . 6  3 . 2 0 . 8  6 . 5  45 . 5  - 55 .
2 
R_u�ens Colle�e SteE Test 
Heart Rate (b/min ) 140 . 7  16 . 5  3 . 9 11 . 8  104 . 0  - 164 . 0 . 
Est . V02 ( l/min ) 2 .4 0 . 4 0 . 1  16 . 7  
1 . 8  - 3 . 3 
Est . V02 (ml/kg/min ) 39 . 8  3 . 1  0 . 7  
7 . 7  J5 . 5  - 46 . 6  
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X = l . JO miles ) ,  physical education majors (n = 10 , X = 1 . 15 miles ) , 
and nonmajors  nonvarsity (n = 14 , X = 1 . 10 miles) as subjects . The 
mean value of l . J4 miles indicates , according to Cooper ( 1977) , 
that the subjects used in this investigation were in good condition . · 
The mean time for the 600 yard run was 1J5 . J seconds . When 
this value was compared with the norms of the AAHPER · Youth Fitness 
Tes t  ( 1976)  for females , 17 years of  age and older , the subjects , 
as a group , were in the 95th percentile . 
· For the Queens College Step Test , the mean heart rate value 
was 140 . 7  beats per minute . This value was comparable to that of  
athletes (n = 6 ,  X = 138 beats pe� minute ) and approximately 15  
· beats per minute slower than the . untrained subje9ts ( n = 35 , 
X = 155 beats per minute ) used in the study by McA rdl.e e t  al . ( 1972 ) . 
The mean score (X = 140 . 7  beats per minute ) ,  when compared with the 
norms developed by McArdle et  al . ( 197J ) ,  placed the subj ects of 
thfs study in the 9.5th percentile . 
Descriptive data from the B alke -Ware Tr e�dm i ll Tes� .  Table VI 
shows the descriptive data from the Balke-Ware Treadmill Test . The 
. 
max vo2 (x = 2 . 3 i/min ) estimated from the duration of  the treadmill 
test was slightly greater than the max vo2 (x = 2 . 2 l/min ) dlrectly 
assessed with untrained females (n = 35) and less than that of 
athletes (n = 6,  x = 2 . 7  l/min)  in the study conducted by McArdle 
et al . ( 1972) . The max vo2 value (x = 2 . J i/min ) obtained in the 
investigation by Katch et al . ( 1973 ) was the same as for the present 
investigation . When the tot.al group (N = J6 ) was subdivided into 
.5J 
TABLE VI 
DESCRIPTIVE DATA FROM BALl<E-WARE TREADMI LL 'IEST ( N  = 18 ) 
Variable x ,5, SEX . . 
CV Range 
HR (b/min ) 180 .) 1 . 2  O . J 0 . 7 180 . 0 - 185 . 0  
. 
( l/min) v 52 . 1  9 . 1  2 .2 17 . .5 23 . 0 - 64 . 4  e 
Temp (0c)  27 . 6  1 . 2 O .J 4 . 2  26 . 0  - 29 . 0  
· R  0 . 99 0 . 09 0 . 02 9 . 1  o . 84  - i . 13 
. 
vo2 ( l/min) 1 . 8  O . J  0 . 1  16 . 7  1 . 1  - 2 . 2 
vo2 (ml/kg/min ) 29 . 7 5 . 0  
1 . 2 16 . 7  22 . 6  - 40 . 5 
Time 16 .4  2 . 0 0 . 5 12 . 4 · 14 . 0  - 21 . 0  
. 
Est . vo2 ( l/min ) 2 . J O . J  0 . 1  13 . 5  1
. 6  - 2 . 9 
Est . vo2 ( ml/kg/min ) J8 . 3  4 . 2  
1 . 0 11 . 0  J4 . 0  - 49 . 2  
var sity athlete s  (n = 12) , physi cal education major s (n = 10) and 
nonmajor-nonvarsity ( n = 14) subjects , the max vo
2 
value 
(X = 2 . 3  l/min ) for the present investigation was comparable to that 
of the physical · educat.ion major s (X = 2 . 3  l/min ) , · greater than the 
nonmajor-nonvarsity (X = 2 . 0  l/min ) , and less than _ the varsity 
athletes (X = 2 . 6  l/min ) • 
. 
When max vo
2 
was expressed in ml/kg/min , the mean value for 
untrained fem;:.les in this invcst.igation (X = J8 . 3  ml/kg/min )  was 
comparable to that of the untrain ed females (x = 37 . 1  ml/kg/min ) in 
. 
the study by McArdle e t  a!. ( 1972 ) . The max vo2 value for athlete s 
(X = 44 .2 ml/kg/min ) in the same study was greater than that found 
i n  the present inve stigation . In the study by Katch et al . ( 1973 ) , 
max Vo
2 
for the total group (N  = J6 ) was JB . 9 ml/kgJmin , which was 
similar to the max vo2 estimated from the treadmill tes t in this 
investigation . The max vo
2 
value (ml/kg/min ) was comparable to that 
of the physical education major (X = 37 . 5  ml/kg/min ) , larger than 
the nonmajor-nonvaristy (X = 3.5 .4 ml/kg/min) and less than that of 
the varsity a thlete (X = 43 . 7  ml/kg/min ) subjects used by Katch 
!i...e_�. ( 1973 ) . 
Rela�hi�s Amo ng An thro nometric 
Variables , Fie ld Te st Perfo rmance 
�re s and Estimated Max �o2 
Values  
The relationships among anthropometric variables , f
ield · test 
performance sco re s ,  and estimated max vo2 ( l/min and ml/kg/min ) 
were d etermined by the use of Pearson Product-Moment zero order 
corre la tion coefficients .  Table VII shows the correlation coeffi ­
c:1.ents between all the var iables while Table VIII  indicates the 
relationships among the four estimated max vo2 values ( l/m in and 
ml/kg/min) • 
Anthropometric varlab le s . The relationship between height 
( cm ) , weight ( kg) , fat weight ( kg) , and fa t free  weight ( kg )  were 
significantly related (p � . 01)  to each other . The correla.tion 
coefficients between height , weight , and fat free  weight were 
higher than those obtained by Katch et  al . ( 1973 ) . Percent body 
fat in the presen t inve stigation was significantly re lated to the 
o ther anthropometric variable s at · p  � . 01 ,  except height , which was 
sign ifican t o.t p i . 0.5 .  These find i ngs are not in agreement wi th 
the findings of Katch et al . ( 1973 )  who indi cated that heieht had 
a weak , negative relationship ( r  = - . 04) with percent body fat . 
F i e ld te st performance s cores . The only two field te s t  
performance scores which were s ignifi cantly related (r  = - . 82 , 
.55 
p � . 01 )  were the 12 minu te run and the 600 yard run . The 12 minute 
run and the Queens Co llege Step Test yielded an r = - . 01 whi le the 
correlation coefficient between the 600 yard run and the Queens 
College Step Test was r = - . 27 . 
Tiie distance rnn in 12 minutes was no t s i gn if i can tly related 
(p � . 05 ) to he ight , we ight , percen t body f&t , fat weight , or fat 
free weight . The findings cf Katch et al . ( 1973 ) indicated that 
percent body fat and fat free weight were sign i f i cant�y related 
1 .  
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TABLE VII 
MATRI X OF Z ERO ORDER COR RELATION COEFFICIENTS
a
,
b 
FOR 
A N THROPOME TRI C VARI ABLES ·, FIELD TE ST SCORES 
AND ESTIMATED MAX vo2 VALUES ( N  = 18) 
Variable 
Height ( cm)  
Weight ( kg)  
% BF 
Fat Weight ( kg)  
Fat Free Weight ( kg)  
vo2 ( l/min )
c 
. c vo2 ( ml/kg/min)  
12 Minute Run ( mi )  
. d Max VO,, ( l/min ) 
• ,:... d 
Max vo2 ( ml/kg/min ) 
600 Yard Run ( sec)  
Max vo2 ( l/min)
e 
. e 
Max V02 (ml/kg/min)  
Queens College Step 
Te st ( b/min ) 
. f 
Max vo2 ( l/min ) 
Max V02 (ml/kg/min)
f 
Max vo2 ( l/min)
g 
Max vo2 (ml/kg/min )
g 
1 2 
. 81 
. 52 . 77 
. 70 . 94 
. 80 . 98 
. 54 . 48 
- . 04 - . 27 
. 19 - . 13 
. 78 . ?2 
. 17 - . 15 
- . 29 - . 10 
. 84  . 89 
- . 09 - . J4 
- . 23 - . 02 
. 81 . 89 
. 23 . 02 
. 76 . 72 
. 13 - . 46 
J 4 5 
. 94 
. 64 . 85 
. 2J . 37 . 56 
- . J9 - . J5 - . 16 
- . JO - . 2J - . 11 
. 41 . 60 . 71 
- . J2 - . 25 - . 13 
. 19 . 07 - . 14 
, 53 . 74 . 90 
- . 52 - . 48 - . 29 
- . 01 - . 06 . 02 
. 70 . 86  . 83 
. 01 . 06 - . 02 
. 47 . 64 . 71 
- .46 - . 46 - . 45 
6 7 
. 70 
. 02 . 10 
. 42 - . 14 
. OJ . lJ 
- . 01 . 11 
. 44  - .24 
- . 21 . 01 
- . 09 - . 15 
.41 - . 22 
. 09 . 15 
. 60 . 11 
. lJ . 55 
• 
TABLE VII --Continued 
1 .  
2 .  
J .  
4 .  
5 . 
6 . 
7 .  
8 . 
8 
9 . . 59 
9 
10 . 1 . 00 . 57 
10 
11 . - • 82 - . 6 J - . 79 
11 
12 . . 28 . 9 1 . 25 - . 54 
12 
lJ . . 82 . 27 . 80 - . 90 . 12  
lJ 
14 .  - . 01 - . 04 - . 04 - . 27 . 08 . 27 
14 15 
15 .  - . 15 . 6J - . 15 . 06 . 73 - . 44 - . 47 
16 . . 00 . 04 . 04 . 27 . - . 09 - . 27 -1 . 00 .47 
16 17 
17 . . 11 . 67 . 10 - . lJ . . 70 - . 21 - . 20 . 71 . 20 
18 . . JO - . 14 . JJ . 04 - . J6 . 15 - . J6 - . 27 . 36 . 27 
a 
r = . 41 i s  sign ificant at p � . 05 . 
b 
r = . 55 i s  significant at p 5 . 01 .  
c 
Measured at the heart rate of 180 beats per: minute . 
d 
E s timated from the results of the 12 minute run .  
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e
Estimated from the re sults o f  the 600 yard run . 
f 
Estimated from the re sults of the Queens Co llege Step Test .  
�stimated from the duration o f  the Balke -Ware Treadmi ll Test . 
• 
TABLE VIII 
ZERO ORDER CORRELATION COEFFI CIENTS
a 
FOR ESTIMATED 
MAX V02 VALUES (N = 18) 
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Balke -Ware Estimate Balke -Ware E s timate 
Variable ( l/min) b (ml/kg/min) b 
12 Minute Run 
Estimate ( l/min ) 0 . 67 . - . 14 
12 Minute Run 
Estimate (ml/kg/min ) 0 . 10 . 33 
6 00 Yard Run 
Estimate ( l/min) d . .  70 - . 36 
600 Yard Run 
Estimate (ml/kg/min ) d - . 21 . 15 
Queens  Co l lege Step Test 
Estimate ( l/min ) e . 71 - . 27 
Queen s Co lle ge Step Tes t  
Estimate (ml/kg/min ) e . 20 . 36 
ar = . 55 i s  significant at p i . 01 .  
bMax VO estimated from the duration o f  the Balke -Ware 2 
Treadm ill Te st . 
Test . 
°Max vo2 
d • Max vo2 
e • Max vo2 
e stimated from the results o f  
estimated from the results o f  
estimated from the results of 
the 12 minute r un .  
the 600 yard run . 
the Queens Co l l ege Step 
( p i . 05) to the d i s tances run in 12 minute s . The corre lation s  
were r = - . 55 an d  r = . 49 ,  re spe ctive ly ( Katch e t  a� . , 1973 ) . 
The 600 yard run performance score was not s ign ifi can tly . 
related ( p < . 05 )  to the anthropome tric variable s measur ed for thi s 
lnves tigatlon . Addi tionally , the heart rate r e covery sco r e  o f  the 
Qu.e ens Col lege Step Tes t  was no t sign ificantly r e la ted ( p  � . 05) 
with the an thropome tric variables . Th e  corre lation coeffi cient , 
r = - . 02 between body we ight· and the score from the Queens Co l le ge 
Step 'fe s t , was lower than the r = . 15 o btaincd by McArdle et al . 
( 1972 ) . 
. . 
Estimat ed �ax vo2 • The 12 minute run e stimate o f  max vo2 . 
( l/m in ) was s ign ifi cantly re lated ( p � . 01)  to the max vo2 ( l/min)  
e stimated from the 600 yard r un  (r = . 91) and the Queens Co llege 
Step Te st (r . 6J ) .  The es timates of max vo2 ( l/min) from the 600 
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yard run and the Queens Co llege Step Te st were also significan tly 
re lated {r = • 73 , p � . 01) . The 12 minute run e stimate in m l/kg/min 
was significan tly correlated ( p S . 01) wi th the 600 yard run 
e stimate (r � . 80)  but no t with the e stimate derived from the Queens 
Co llege Step Te st ( r = . 04) . Tne relationship (r  = - . 27 )  be tween 
the max vo2 (m l/kg/min ) est.imated from the 600 yard run and the 
Queens Co l lege Step Test was no t significant ( p � . 05) e 
The re lationships of max vo2 ( l/min and ml/kg/min ) e s timated 
. 
from the duration of the Balke -Ware Treadmi ll Tes t  to the max V02 
( l/m� a.nd ml/kg/min) estimated from the fie ld te sts are shown in 
Table VIII . The max vo2 ( l/min ) e stimated from the Balke -Ware 
Treadmill Test was significantly related ( p  � . 01) to the max vo2 
( l/min ) estimated by each of the field tests . When the estimations 
of m ax  vo2 were expressed in ml/kg/min , none of the correlations 
were significant ( p  � . 05) . 
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The max V02 ( l/min ) estimated from the Balke-Ware Treadmill 
Te st was significantly related (p � . 01) to each of  the anthropometric 
variables . Expressing max V02 in ml/kg/min reduced the significance 
of the correlations between max vo2 ' weight , . percent body fat , fat 
weight and fat free weight to p · � . 05 . The correlation between 
helght and max vo2 (ml/kg/min ) was reduced from r = . 76 ( p  � . 01) to 
r = - . 13 .  In the investigation of McArdle et  al . ( 1972 ) the 
relationsh.ip between body weight and max vo2 (l/min e....�d ml/kg/min)  
was r = . 67 and r = - .46 ,  respectively . Both coefficients were 
significant (p � . 01) . 
The max vo2 ( l/min) estimated from each of the f ield tests 
was significantly related (p i . 05) to the �,thropomet:ric variables 
. 
measured in this investigation . When the max vo2 was expressed in 
. ml/kg/min , only two relationships were significant ( p  .i . 05) ; the 
relationships between the max vo2 (ml/kg/min ) estimated by the 600 
yard run and the percent body fat (r = - . 52) and fat weight 
(r = - . 48) . 
ANOVA and Tuckey ' s  w-Procedure 
Analysis of Variance .  A one-way ANOVA was used to determine 
if any significant differences existed between the means of the 
est�ma tions of ma.x vo2 in ml/kg/min ( Table IX) and l/min ( Table X) . 
TABLE IX 
ANALYSI S OF VARIANCE OF MEAN DIFFERENCE S OF MAX V02 
(ml/kg/min )  ESTIMA 'IED FROM FIELD TE ST SCORES 
AND BALKE -WARE TREADMI LL 'IE ST 
Source of  Variation df Sum ·or Squares Mean Square 
Total 71 2867 . 19 
Among Groups J 1896 . q9 632 . 23 
Within Groups 68 970 . 50 14 . 27 
aSignificant at p � . 01 .  
TABLE X 
ANALYSI S OF VARIANCE OF l'!EAN DIFFERE1: CE S  OF MAX vo2 
( l/min ) ESTIMA TED FROM FIELD 'IEST SCORE S  
A ND  BALKE -WARE TREADMI LL 'IEST 
Source of  Variation df Sum of Squares MeaJ1 Square 
To tal 71 1.5 . 41 
Among Groups J 6 . 52 2 . 17 
Within Groups 68 8 . 89 . lJ 
aSignificant at p � . 01 . 
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F -Ratio 
44 . JOa 
F -Ratio 
16 . 6Ja 
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An F -ratio of 44 . JO ( sign if ican t at p .i . 01) ind icated that there 
was at least one significan t diffe� en ce among the m ean s of e s timated 
max V02 (m l/kg/min ) . A sign ificant ( p .i . 01 )  F -ratio was also 
. 
compu ted for the comparison of max vo2 estimatio·n s  e xpr essed in 
l/min . 
Tuckey ' s w -Pro cedure . To de termine which m ean s  were 
s ign if i can t ly d ifferent , two Tuckey ' s  w-Pro cedur e  pos t  ho c analys es 
were conducted ; one for max vo2 expre ssed in m l/kg/min and ano ther 
for max vo2 expressed in l/min . The r e sults of the analy s es are 
shown in Tab le s XI and XII . 
The po st ho c analys is ind icated , for max vo2 expr essed in 
ml/kg/m in , that the signifi can t  ( p � . 05)  d ifferen c e s  were be tween 
the mean s  of the 12 minute run and the 600 yard run and the Que en s 
Co llege S te p Te s t ;  the 600 yard run and the Quee n s  Co llege S te p  Te s t  
an d  max vo2 (ml/kg/min ) e s timated from the Balke -Ware Treadmi l l  
Te st . 
The s econd po st ho c analys i s  to de termine the s i gn if i cant 
d i fference s be tween the mean s  of e s timated max vo2 ( l/min ) ind icated 
that the 600 yard run e stimate of max vo2 ( l/min ) was sign i f ic antly
. 
d ifferen t ( p  � . 05) than each of the o ther e s timations .  
E stimation of max vo2 (ml/kg/min ) from f i e ld te s t  me asure s .  
Stepwise multiple regr e ss ion pro cedure s were used to d e termine whi ch 
performan ce score s from the submaximal field te s ts in ve s tigated in 
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TABIE XI 
RESULTS OF TUCKEY ' S  �-PROCEDUR� FOR vo2 ( ml/kg/min ) (N = 18 ) 
I II  III IV 
Group x 36 . 2  49 . 6  J9 . 8  38 . 3 
I •  12 Minute Run J6 . 2 1J . 4a 3 . 6
a 2 . 1  
· 1 I . 600 Yard Run 49 . 6  
9
. 8a 11 . Ja 
III . Queens College Step Te st J9 . 8 1 . 5 
IV . Balke -Ware Treadmill Test J8 . J  
aSign ificant at p � . 05 ; w . 05 = 2 . 8 
TABLE XII 
. 
RESULTS OF TUCKEY ' S  W-PROCEDURE FOR vo2 ( l/min ) (N = 18) 
I II III  IV 
Group x 2 . 2 J . O 2 . 4 2 . J 
I .  12 M inute Run 2 . 2 o 8
a . 2 . 1  
II . 600 Y ard Run J , O . 6
a , 7a 
III . Que en s  Co llege Step Te st 2 . 4 . 1  
IV .  Balke -WaLe Treadmill Te st 2 . J 
aSignifican t at p � . 05 ;  w . 05 = . J . 
• 
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. 
this study were be s t  able to predict max vo2 (ml/kg/min) as es timated 
by the duration of the Balke -Ware Treadmill Test . The results of 
the analyses are shown in Table XIII . None of the three field test 
measures ,  the 12 minute run , ·the Queens Co llege· S tep Test o f  the 
600 yard run , yielded significan
_
t regression coefficients as single 
independent variables . The . Queens College Step Test (Equation 1)  had 
the highest correlation coefficient ( . J6 )  which accounted for 12 . 67% 
. 
of the variance in max vo2 (ml/kg/min) . 
The multiple regression coefficient for the 12 minute run 
was significant ( p  � . 05)  when used in conjunction with the Queens 
. 
College Step  Test and the 600 yard run to predict max V02 (ml/kg/min) 
(Equation 5) . The inclusion o f  the two f i.eld te e ts with the 12 
minute run increased the R ( . JO to . 59 )  and reduced the standard 
error of the e stimation from 4 . 14 ml/kg/min with the 12 minute run 
to J . 74 ml/kg/min with the three tests combined . 
E stimation of max vo2 (ml/kg/min) from anthropometr i c  
variables and field test measures .  A stepwise multiple regression 
. 
techni�ue used to estimate max vo2 (ml/kg/min ) from selected 
anthropometric variables and fie ld test  measures is presented in 
Table XIV . Equation 1 contained all four anthropometri c  .variables , 
fat weight , height , fat free weight a...�d weight , plus. the three field 
test measu:-ces , the Queens College Step Test , the 600 yard run , and 
2 
the 12 minute run . The coeffic ient of de terminatio n (R  x 100 ) 
for the four anthropometric variables and three field test  measures . 
indicated that 5J .43 precent of the variation in max vo2 values 
TABLE XII I  
REGRESSION EQUATIONS ESTIMATING �JAX vo2 (ml/kg/min ) IN UNTRAINED 
COLLEGE-AGE FEMALES F1ROM MEASURES OF FIELD 1ESTS (N = 18) 
Equation Equation Equation Equation Equation 
Variable 1 2 - 3 4 5 
Queens Co llege 
Step Test  ( HR )  -0 . 09 -0 . 09 -0 . 04 
( -0 . 36 )a ( -0 . 35) ( -0 . 15 ) 
12 Minute Run 28 . 4ld Distance (Mi) 9 . 39 9 . 33 
( 0 . 30) ( 0 . 30 ) ( 0 . 91) 
600 Yard Run 
( Sec) 0 . 01 0 .25 
( 0 . 03 )  ( 0 . 74) 
---
Y -Intercept 51 . 02 25 . 71 J6 . 67 JB . 47 -28 . 37 
· R  . 36 . JO . OJ . 46 . 59 
R2 x lOOb 12 . 67 8 . 98 . 12 21 . 52 35 . 08 
SEEc. 4 . 05 4 . 14 4 . JJ J . 97 3 . 74 
aStandardized regression coefficients appear in parentheses 
beneath the unstandardized regTession coefficients . 
bCoefficient of determination . 
cStandard error of estimate . 
d Regression coeff l cient is significant at p � . 05 .  
-
TABLE XIV 
.REGRESSION EQUATIONS ESTIMATING MAX V02 (ml/kg/min) IN UNTRAINTED COLLEGE-AGE FEMALES 
FROM ANTH.ROroMETRI C VARIABLES AND MEASURES OF FIELD 'IE STS (N = 18) 
Variable Equation 1 Equation 2 Equation 3 Equation 4 Equation 5 Equation 6e 
Fat Weight -1 . 82 - . 46  -1 . 57 - . 75 -. 75 - . 64d 
( -1 . 38)a ( - . J5)  ( -1 . 19 )  ( - . 57 )  ( - . 57 ) ( - . 49) 
Height . 31 . 28 . 51d . 33 ·. 44  
( .44) ( . 41)  ( .  73) ( .J.1.7 ) ; C 64) 
Fat Free Weight -1 . 20 - . 35 -1 . 28 . - . 60 - . 81 
( -1. 59 ) ( - . 47 )  ( -1 . 70 ) ( - . 80 )  ( -1 . 08 ) 
Weight 1 . 09 . 87 . 23 . 30 
(2 . 18) ( 1 . 75) ( . 47)  ( . 6 1) 
Queens College Step Test - . 01 -. 07 - . 06 - . 10 
( - . 04) ( - . 27 ) ( - . 25) ( - . JS) 
600 Yard Run . 26 . 09 
( . 78) ( . 26 ) 
12 Minute Run 20 . 53 2 . 90 
/ ( . 65) ( . 09 ) 
� 
TABLE XIV--continued 
Variable Equation 1 Equation 2 Equation .3 Equation 4 Equation 5 Equation 6e 
Y-Intercept -60 . 05 19 . 57 -29 � 62 16 . 75 -5 . 68 60 . 07 
R , 73 . 67 . 66 . 66 . 62 . 60 
R2 x lOOb 53 . 43 44 . 27 43 . 06 43 . 83 38 . 62 36 . 21 
SEEC 3 , 74 3 . 74 3 . 78 3 . 75 ; 3 . 77 3 . 58 
a
Standard i z ed regression coefficients appear in parentheses beneath the unstandardized 
regression coefficients . 
b Coefficient of determination . 
c Standard error of estimate 
d Regression coefficient is significant at p � . 05 .  
�egression equation i s  significant at p � . 05 .  
°' 
� 
(ml/kg/rn.in ) was acco un ted for by this l inear c ombin atio n  of seven 
independent variable s . The add i tion o f  the four a.� thro:pome tr i c  
variables to the three f i e ld te st measure s i n cr eas ed the mul tiple 
correlation from R = . 59 ( Table XIII , Equatio n· 5) to R = . 73 
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and the co efficien t o f  determination from 35 . 08 percent to 53 . 43 
percen t , whi le the standard error of the e st imate r ema:i.ned con s tant 
( SEE � J . 74 m l/kg/min ) . In Equation 2 ,  the weight and 600 yard run 
were d e leted , d e creasing R to . 67 and the co eff i c ient o f  d e termination 
to 44 . 27 percen t .  The standard erro r  of the e stimate ( 3 . 74 ml/kg/min ) 
d id no t change wi th the d e letio n  of the two variabl e s . 
Equations J and 4 con tain the four an thro pom e tri c variables 
plus one f i e ld te s t  m easure each , the 600 yard run a...�d the Que ens 
Co llege Step Te st , re spectively . The multiple correlatio n  
co efficients f o r  the two equations were the same ,_ R = . 66 ,  although 
the coeffi cien t of d e terminatio n for Equation 4 was s lightly larger 
( 44 � 8J > 4) . 06 )  and the s tandard error of the e stimate slightly 
le s s  (J . 75 < 3 . 78) . 
Equatio n  5 included only the four an thro pometr i c  var iable s .  
Thi s equation y ielded an R = . 62 and an SEE = J . 77 ml/kg/min . The 
co effi cien t  of determination ind icated that J8 . 62 percen t. o f  the 
variation in ma.x vo2 v�lues (ml/kg/min ) was acco un ted for by a 
knowledge of the four an thropometric variables . Thi s  equation 
accounted for more variation (38 . 62 > 35 . 08) than d id the combi!1ation 
of the three field te st score s ( Table XIII , Equ ation 5) . 
Equa.tlon 6 con tains two independen t variables , fat weight 
and the Queens Co llege Step Te s t . By addi t ion o f  the anthropometr ic 
variable fat weight to the Queens College S tep Te s t  ( Table X I I I . 
Equation 1 ) , the R increased ( . 36 to . 60 ) , th� coeff icient o f  
de termination incr eased 23 . 54 . percent ( 12 . 67 t o  J6 . 21) and the SEE 
decreased from 4 . 05 to J . 58 · ml/kg/min . 
Di scussi\. n o f  the Results 
A number of investigations have been conducted to de termine 
the r esponse of the body to maximal and submaximal worklo ad s  
I) 
(Astrand and Ryhming , 19.54 ; Taylor e t  al . ,  1955 ; Mi tchel l  e t  al . ,  1958;  
0 . 
A strand and Saltin , 196la ; Astrand and Saltin , 196lb ; d e  Vri e s  and-
Klafs, 196.5) . The information gained from the s e  investigations 
has been u sed to develop submaximal field tests to ass e ss a.n 
0 
individual ' s  aerobi c  capaci ty ( Astrand and Ryhming , 1954 ; S loan , 
1959_; Balk e , 1963 ; Skubic and Hodgkin s ,  1963 ; Cooper , 1968 ; McArd le 
et al . ,  1972 ) . The majority of the research to d etermine the valid ity 
o f  submaximal field te sts has involved the u se o f  male subj e cts or 
well trained female subj ects . An attempt was mad e in the pre sent 
investigation to e s tablish the validity o f  selected submaximal 
field tests to e stimate the aerobic capacity o f  healthy u.� trained 
females . The field testz investigated were the 12 minute run , the . 
Queens Co llege Step Test , and the 600 ya.:rd run G The max vo2 estimated 
from the duration of the Balke-Ware Treadmill Tes t  was used as the 
cri terion of validi ty fo r thi s investigatio� . 
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. 
The mean max vo2 values e stimated by the duration of the 
Balke-Ware Treadmill Test were 
2 . J  l/min and 38 . 3  ml/kg/min (N  = 18) . 
These values were comparable to tho se obtained by M cArd le e t  al . 
( 1972) . 2 . 2 l/min and J7 . l  ml/kg/min for un trained female subjects 
(n = 35 ) , but larger than the value s obtained by Katch e t  al . ( 197J)  
o f 2 . 0 1/min and J5 .4  ml/kg/min (n = 14) . Both the se investigations 
used the Balke -Ware pro to co l  wi th one modification . Rather than 
terminating the test at 180 beats per minute � the subject walked 
. 
until she could no longer cont1.nue . The max vo2 value was computed 
. 
as the hi ghest vo2 value obser ved during the te st . The e st imated 
max vo2 values ( l/min and ml/kg/min ) may have been higher in the . 
present invcstlgation since the st:.bje cts were younger , taller , a.nd 
heavier than the untrained subjects in the o ther two stud ie s . Also , 
according to the re sults of the fie ld tests , the subje c ts in the 
present inve stigatio n were in better physical cond i tion . 
I t  was hypo thesized that there would be no signif icant 
differen ce s  found between the max V02 determined by the Balke -Ware 
. 
prediction equation and the max vo2 estimated from selected sub-
maximal f ield tests . However , the results of a o n e -way analysis 
o f varian ce (N  = 18) , revealed that at least one s ignificant 
differen ce existed between the treadmill and field te st estimations 
when expressed bo th in l/min and ml/kg/min . A Tuckey ' s  w-pro cedure 
po st ho c analysi s indicated the significant difference was due .to 
t he same variab le for both l/min and ml/kg/min , the 600 yard rw1 . 
This is not surprising since the equation used to estimate max VO . 2 
from the 600 yard run was developed for use wi th 11 year o ld boys . 
There were no significant differences detected between the Balke­
Ware estimate of max V02 ( l/min and ml/kg/min ) and the 12 minute 
run estimate or the Queens College Step Test estimate . 
It was also hypothesized that there would be a signficant 
relationship between performance s�ores of field tests and the 
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max vo2 ( l/min and ml/kg/min ) estimated by the duration of the 
Balke-Ware 1'readmill Test . Using a Pearson product-moment correlation 
technique , no significant relationships were found . Of the three 
field test performanc·e scores , the Queens College Step Test had the 
highest correlation ( r  � - . J6 ) . This correlat!on was much lower 
than that found by McArdle et al . ( 1972 ) when constructing the test 
( r = - . 75 , p S . 01) . This was probably due to the mean recovery 
heart rate for the present investigation (X = 140 . ? beats per minute ) 
being approximately 15 beats slower than the mean recovery heart rate 
(X = 155 ) for . the untrained subj ects (n == .35) used by NcArdle 
et al . ( 1972 ) .  . 
The relationship ( r = . JO )  between max V02 (ml/kg/min ) 
estimated from the Balke -Ware equation and the 12 minute run was 
much lower than that found by Cooper ( 1968) (r = . 897 )  or Katch et al . 
( 1973) (r = . 67 ) .  The difference between the correlations in the 
present investigation (r = . JO )  and in Cooper ' s ( 1968 )  (r = . 897)  
was probably due to Cooper ' s  sample having a wide age ra
nge ( 17-.54 
years ) and large variations in max vo2 (Jl-59 ml/kg/min ) and run 
-
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scores ( 1 . 11 to 2 . 13 miles) . I� this study , the age range was 
18 . 5 to 21 .3  years � the max vo2 variation was J4 . 0  to 49 .2  ml/kg/min 
and the 12 minute run scores ranged from 1 . 13 to 1 . 50 mile s . When 
Katch et  al . ( 1973 )  computed the correlations between max vo2 
(ml/kg/min ) and the 12 minute run for each subgroup (varsity , n = 12 ;  
physical education majors , n = 10 ; and ncnvarsity-nonmajors , n = 14) 
they averaged r = . 33 .  Katch et al . ( 1973 )  stated that the reduction 
in correlati on was due to the increased homogeneity of the max vo2 
and run scores within the subgroup . It  is quite possible that the 
low correlations found in the present investigation between max vo2 
(ml/kg/min ) estimated by the duration of the Balke -Ware Treadmill 
Test and field test performance scores were low d ue to the small 
s tandard deviations and ranges for each of the tests . 
An additional aim of this investigation , besides attempting 
to establish the validity of selected submaximal field tests , was 
to develop mutliple regression equations using anthropometric 
measures and performance scores as the independent variables . The 
equation which yielded the highest multiple correlation ( R  = . 73 )  
and co efficient o f  determination ( 53 . 43%) was the equation containing 
all seven variables ;  namely , the four anthropometric measures and 
the three field test performance scores . The negative signs in 
front of the regression coefficient s indicated that as the variable 
increases ( fat weight , fat free weight , and the Queens College Step 
Test score) the max vo2 (ml/kg/min ) decreases . By deleting the 
600 yard run and 12 minute run but keeping the Queens College Step 
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Test , the multiple correlation was reduced to . 66 and the co efficient 
of d e termination t� 4J . 8J .  The standard error of the estimate only 
increased from J . 74 to J . 75 .  The equation containing the 600 yard 
run plus the four anthropometric measures also had an R = . 66 but 
the coefficient of  determination was less than the equa tior.l contain­
ing the Queens College Step Test (4J . 06 < 4J . 8J )  and the SEE was 
greater (J . 78 > J . 75) . The equation containing the four anthro po ­
metri c measures with the Queens College Step Test would be slightly 
mor e  accurate and more easily ad�inistered than with the 600 yard 
run . 
Even when no field test measures were added , the equation 
with four anthropometric variables yielded an R = . 62 ,  coeffi cient 
of d e termination of J8 . 62 and an SEE = J . 77 . Thi s indicates that , 
even without any knowledge of the field test performance scores , 
JB . 62% of  the variation in max vo2 (ml/kg/min) would be accounted 
for ·by the anthropometric variables .  
When the equat.ion was reduced to one anthropometric and one 
field test variable ,  fat weight and the Queens  College Step Test 
were combined to yield an R = . 60 ,  a coefficient of determination 
of J6 .21  percent and an SEE of J .)8 .  By the use o f  an F-ratio , this 
equation was found to be significant at P � . 05 .  
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY,  CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
'Ihe purpose of this inyest.i.ga,tion was two -fo ld . The primary 
purpo se was to d etermine the· validity of selected submaximal field 
tests used to estimate aerobi c  capacity . A secondary purpo s e  was to 
determine the asso ciation of maximal oxygen consumption , as 
estimated from the duration o.f the Balke-Ware Tr eadmill Test , with 
the performance of selected subma.ximal fi eld tests . 
Eighteen healty untrained females , enro ll ed in the F i tness 
and Li:fotirr,e  A ctivities h'og:".:am at So uth Dako tc. State Universi ty , 
vo lunteered to parti cipate as subj ects for this inves tigation . The 
study was conducted from A pril 18 thrcugh May 11 , 1979 . The 
anthrt'pometric d�ta co llected for each su'bj ec L w er e  hei ght ,  weight , 
percent body fat , fat weight , and fat free weight . All the subj ects 
were measured on two s eparate days to d etermine the test-retest 
r eliabi lity and reprod ucibility of the anthropometri c variables . 
Each s ubj e�t took four tests ( the 600 yard run p the 12 minute run , 
the Que ens Co llege Step Test , and a treadmill tes t) plus two 
additional tests assigned at random to be used as retests n = 8 for 
the 12 minute run and the Balke-Ware Treadmill Te s t , and n = 10 for 
the Queens Cullege Step Test and the 600 yard run) to d etermine 
reliability and reproducibili ty . At laast a one d ay r e st was 
allowed between the testing ses sions . 
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The data were statistically analyzed and summarized in seve.p 
parts . The first part included .the test-re test reliabili ty and 
reproducibi lity for all the data using the Pearson Product-Moment 
corr elation te chnique and paired t- tests . The se cond and third parts 
compared the data in this inve stigation with o ther stud i e s  in the 
l iterature ·concerned· w i th the 600 yard run , the 12 minute run , the 
Queens College Step Te st and the Balke -Ware Treadmill Tes t .  The 
fourth part showed the z ero-ord er correlati o n  co effi cients among all 
the variables . Parts five and six con tained analyses o f  variance 
used as a test o f  sign ifi cance and the r esults of a Tuckey ' s  
w-pro ced ure post ho c analysi s , '  respectively . '!be s even th part showed 
. 
stepwise multiple regression equations to pred i ct max vo2 from the 
performan ce scores of the 600 yard run , 12 minute run , and Que en s  
College S tep Test . The statisti cal analyse s  w ere accepted as 
significant at the . 05 or . 01 level of probabili ty . All s tatisti cal 
tests were conducted according to Morehouse and Stull ( 1975) . 
Find ings o f  the Study 
The f indings o f  this study were qS f o l lows : 
1 .  The test-retest reliabili ty and r eproducibil i ty of the 
anthropometri c var.tables ( r = . 98 to r = 1 . 00 ) were hi gh enough to 
allow the use of only the first day measure s  in the subs e quen t 
statisti cal analyses . 
2 .  All the anthropometri c variable s were signifi cantly 
related to the max vo2 ( l/min and ml/kg/min ) e stimat ed from the 
duration of the Balke-Ware Treadmill Test except for the relation­
ship between heigh.t a...nd estimat� max .vo2 (ml/kg/min) . 
• 
) .  There wer e  110 signifi can t differen ces found between 
max vo2 ( l/min and ml/kg/min ) estimated by the duration of the 
?6 
Balke-Ware Treadmill Te st and that estimated by ei ther the 12 minute 
run or Queen s College Step Test . 
4 .  A signifi cant ( p :S . 0.5)  difference was found between 
max V02 ( l/min and ml/kg/min) estimated by the duration of the Balke­
Ware Treadmill Te st and that estimated by the 600 yard run • 
.5 ·  The max V02 ( l/min ) estimated by the duration of the 
Balke-Ware Treadmill Test was significantly related to each o f  the 
f i c ld test e s  tima:Cions of max vo2 expressed in l /min . 
6 .  The max vo2 ( l/min ) estimated by the duration of the 
Balke-Ware Treadmill Test was not related to the field test 
estimations expressed in ml/kg/min . 
• 
7 . When the Balke-Ware estimation of max vo2 was express.ed 
in ml/kg/min , none of the field test estimations ( l/min or ml/kg/min) 
were signifi can tly related . 
. 
8 . There were no significant relationships ma.� vo2 ( l/min 
or ml/kg/min ) estimat ed from the Balke-Ware Treadmill Test and the 
600 yard run score , 12 minute run score , or Queens College S tep 
Test Score .  
9 ,  A significant (p � . 0.5) regression equation could be 
d eve loped using on e an thropometri c variable (fat weig1:1t )  and one 
-
field test performan ce s core ( the Queen s College Step Tes t)  to 
predict max VO? (ml/kg/min ) . I:.. 
Concl usion s  
The following conclusions were drawn relative to the 
hypotheses of the study and _ based on the find ings of the investiga­
tion : 
1 .  There is no significant difference between the Balke­
Ware es timation of max V02 ( l/mln and ml/kg/min )  and the 12 minute 
run or Qu eens College Step Test estimates . There i s  a signi ficant 
difference ( p  � . 05) between the Balke-Ware e s timation of max vo2 
( l/min and ml/kg/min ) and the 600 yard run estimate • 
. 2 .  When expressed in l/min , max vo2 as e stimated by the 
duratio n  of the Balke -Ware Treadmill Te st , is significantly related 
. 
(p  � . 01 )  to the max vo2 estimated by each o f  the fi eld tests . 
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3. There are no signifi cant relationships between performance 
scores from sele cted submaximal field tests and the max vo2 ( l/min 
and ml/kg/min )  e stimated by the Balke-Ware pred i c t ion equation . 
R e commendations 
In cons id eration of the results of this investigation the 
fo llow ing re commendat ions are mad e &  
1 .  A similar study be conducted using a sa.�ple with greater 
variation .  The subject scores in this s tudy had a small range and 
stand� d eviation , possibly contributing to the low correlations . 
-
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With greater variation , a sample mdre characteristic of the un trained 
conditlon might be obtained . 
2 .  A similar study be conducted using ·a max vo2 test instead 
of a predi cted max vo2 test . 
• 
By using a max vo2 te st , more accurate 
and reliable scores might be o�tained . 
-
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APPENDIX A 
EXPLANATION OF TESTING PROCEDURES 
COOPER 12 MI NUTE RUN 
The object of this test i s  to run as far as po ssible in the 
allo tted 12 minutes . The track has been d ivid ed i nto four 55 yard 
segments . Your score will be recorded in laps plus . 25 frac tions of  
laps completed during the 12 minutes . 
On ly a standing star t will ' be allowed . The timer wi l l  start 
the watch after sayin g ,  "Ready , " " Go . "  During the test , you will  
b e  informed o f  your lap times . Although i t  i s  r e co mmended that you 
run at a steady pace , walking is  allowed if you feel it is necessary . 
Do not attempt to run the entire 12 minutes " all o ut . "  You are no t 
be ing asked to run to to tal exhaustion .  
A t  the end of 12 minutes ,  a whistle will be blown to signal 
the end o f  the test . Assistants wi ll record your sco re af ter the 
12 minutes have e laps ed . 
QUEENS COLLEGE STEP TE ST 
Thi s test has been designed to measure the aero bic working 
capacity of co llege females . I t  entails co n tinual ly stepping up and 
down on the bleacher step at the rate of 22 s teps per minute , for 
three minutes . The te st cadence is  recorded and will be played 
during the te st . W ith each beat , a step is  to be taken ( i .  P. . , "Up , " 
" Up , "  "Do wn , "  "Down" ) . 
You w i ll be given a 15 se cond practic e  tri al , fo llowed by 
a three minute rest . On ce re sted , the step test will begin . At  the 
end of the three minute test , you are to remain" s tand ing and I will 
take your pulse at t he caro tid artery for fifte en se cond s . 
Your score for the test will be your 15 se cond pulse rate 
multipli ed by four to obtain your hear t rate in b eats per inute . 
600 YARD RUN 
The obj ect of this test i s  to complete t
he 600 yard d i stan ce 
as quickly as po ssible . The star ting and finishing l
ines will  be 
marked o ff on the track . The d istance is  just
 o ver two and one half 
laps on the indoor track . Your score will be re
corded in the seconds 
i t take s  to run the d istance . 
-
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On ly a standing star t  will be allowed . The timer wi ll s tar t 
the watch after saying , " R eady , •i " Go . " During the tes t ,  you will  
be  informed of your lap times . Although i t  i s  recommended that you  
run the en tire distance , walking is  permitted if  you f e e l  i t  i s  
neces sary . 
As you cro ss the finish line , your sec
.
re  will  be re cord ed . 
BALKE-WARE TREADMILL TEST 
The treadmill test en tai ls walking on  a treadmill at the 
speed of 3 . 3 miles per hour . For . the first two minute s , the tread ­
mill will remain leve l . After two
.
minu tes ,  the treadmill grad e 
will be ra.i sed 2;0 ;  with each subsequent minute , the treadmill will  
be  raised 1%. As  you walk , your heart rate w i ll b e  mon itored and 
you will be breathing thro ugh a mouthpi ece . A t  the hear t rate o f  
approximate ly 170 beats per minute , your expi red air will b e  co lle c ted 
and analyzed for carbon d ioxide and oxy gen con centration . On ce your 
heart rate reaches 180 beats p�r minute , the test will  be terminated . 
If at any time d uring the te st you fee l that yo� are being o ver ­
stressed , the test will be terminated . 
-
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APPENDI X B 
HEALTH SURVEY FORM 
NAME ADDRESS ----------------------------- ---------------------
PHONE NUMBER --------------------
HEAL TH SURVEY 
HEALTH STAWS 
Have you ever had . . • (If yes , give approximate date ) 
1 .  Rheumati c  fever 
2 .  High blood pressure 
3 . Heart murmur 
4 . Any heart trouble 
5 .  Shor tness of breath (no t  due to 
exertion ) 
6 .  Heart. palpitations 
? .  Leg or ankle swelling (not  due to 
injury)  
8 . Coughing of blood 
9 .  Diabetes , high blood sugar , or sugar 
in the urine 
10 .  Any chronic i llness 
11 . Asthma , emphysema , or other lung 
condi tion 
� NO 
-
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12 . Do you smoke ? 
If  so , how much? 
For how long? 
lJ . Are yo u taking any med i cations? 
If  so , what type ? 
For ho w long? 
14 . What is your presen t  weight?. 
SYMPTIJMS RELATED TO PHYSICAL EXERTION 
Do you have • • • 
( If yes , give approximate d ate ) 
1 .  Tightn ess o r  pressing pain in the 
chest ,  left side of the neck , or the 
left arm with exertion 
2 . Cough on exertion 
J . Cramps in your legs when walking 
several blo cks 
4 .  Are you currently invo lved in any 
regular type of  activi ty? 
I f  so , what activity ?  ----
How o ften? ------------
5 .  Have you been invo lved in any type of  
training program in the last six 
mon ths? 
6 .  Have you had a phy sical examination 
within the last year? 
When ? --------------------------� 
YES NO 
? • Did any examination results .indi cate 
that your phy sical activity should be 
limited? 
If  so , explain : 
'ID BE DETERMINED BY THE INVESTIGATOR 
1 .  % Body Fat -----------
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APPENDIX C 
HUMAN CONSENT FORM 
I ,  , state that I am 
at l east 18 y ear s  of age and am vo lun tar i ly par ticipating in a 
program of r e sear ch being conduc ted by Barbara A .  Mo ran . 
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The purpo se of the re sear ch i s  to inve stigate the validi ty o f  
s e le cted submaxi mal field te sts to ' estima te t he aero bic capaci ty of 
unt.r·ained female s . 
The proj e c t invo lve s six te stin g sessions to be s cheduled at 
a time mu tually agreeable to the investigato r and myself . During 
these se s s i.on s  � data will be co llected prior to , dur ing • and 
itnmed iatf;' ly fo llo wi ng the te st�n g . The experimen tal pro cedure s 
involve the co lle c tion o f  an thro pometr i c  data ( he ight , we ight , and 
skinfo ld measuremen ts ) and the re cord ing of re sul ts fr cm the Queens 
Co l lE:g� S tep Te s t , the 600 yard run , Coo per ' s  12 minute run il a..11d 
the Balke -Ware 'fre;admill Te st . 
I acknow ledge that I have been informed t hat I wi ll be 
furnished w i th info rmation about my test r e sul ts . In add ition . I 
understand th�.t . upon request , I will be info rmed o f  how my test 
resultz compare u i th tho se of the group . 
I ackn01� ledge that I have read the d e s cr iption of the testing 
pro cedure s a.nd am a,;-ra.re of the p:> s sible r i sks . I unders tanrl that I 
ma.y w ithdraw from parti cipation at any time and w i l l  have any 
ques Uon s co ncerning the pro cedure s an swered by t he inv e s tigato r . 
I have read the for ego ing and understand 1 t .  I freely and vo lun tar i ly 
consen t  to par tic ipate in th is r e search project . 
SIGNATURE O.? VOLUNTEER ------·
---------
SIGNATURE OF STAli':F' MEMBER --------------
DATE 
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APPENDIX D 
MEASUREMENT OF HEIGHT 
THE SUBJECT SHOULD BE IN STRUCTED TO :  
1 .  Remove her sneakers and socks . 
2 .  Stand erect with her back against the stad iometer , weight 
evenly distributed on · bo th fee t ,  heels together . eyes  
looking straight ahead and the arms hanging naturally at 
the sides . 
J . Step off the stadiometer once the height i s  recorded and 
repeat the procedure two more times .  
THE A SSI S'I'A NT SHO ULD I NSTRUCT THE SUBJECT ACCORDING TO THE ABO VE 
GUIDELINES AND THEN : 
1 .  Lower the metal bar of the stadiometer so that i t  is  
firmly on top of the subject ' s  head . 
2 .  Record the height to the nearest . 5  centimeter . 
J .  Reset the stadiometer and repeat the procedure two more 
times . 
THRF.E MEASUREMEN 'IS AHE 'ID BE TA KEN AND RECORDED . THE AVERAGE OF THE 
THREE TRIALS WI LL BE USED AS THE REPRE SENTA TI VE VALUE . 
APPENJ)IX E 
MEASUREMENT OF WEIGHT 
THE SUBJECT SHOULD BE INSTRUC'll;D 'IO :  
1 .  Remove her sneakers , socks , and any additional clo thing 
other than her shorts and tee shir t .  
z .  Stand motionless in the middle o f  the scale ' s  platform . 
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J .  Once the weight has been recorded to the nearest . 5  pound , 
step off the scale and repeat the pro cedure two more 
times .  
THE A SSI STANT SHOULD INSTRUCT THE SUBJECT ACCORDING 'IO THE ABOVE 
GUIDF,LINES AND THEN : 
1 .  Move the weights so that the scale b�lances .  
2 .  Once the scale stabilizes , record the weight to the 
nearest . 5  pound . 
J .  Reset the scale to 0 and repeat the .pro cedure two more 
times . 
THREE MEASUREMENTS ARE TO BE TAKEN AND RECORDED . THE AVERAGE OF THE 
THREE TRIALS WILL BE USED A S  THE REPRESENTATIVE VALUE .  
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APPENDI X F 
SKINFOLD MEASUREMENTS 
THE SUBJECT SHOULD BE INSTRUCTED 'IO z 
1 .  Stand erect wi th her weight even ly d is tr ibuted on bo th 
fee t . 
THE A SSI STANT SHO ULD INSTRUCT THE SUBJECT A CCORDING 'IO THE ABOVE 
GUIDELINE AND THEN : 
1 .  Me asure the tri ceps and suprai li ac skinfo ld s on the 
right s id e  of the body . 
2 .  Grasp the skinfo ld ·sites between the thumb and for e ­
finger . 
J . Apply the skinfo ld calipers approximate ly o n e  centimeter 
below the fingers ho lding the skinfo ld . 
4 .  Measure bo th skinfo ld s in the ver tical plane . 
5 .  Re cord the measurement to the n ear e s t  . 5  cen time t e r  and 
repe at the pro cedur e  two more time s . 
6 .  Measure and record three measurement s  from the fo llowing 
sites:  
a .  Suprai liac : Ver tical skinfo ld over the i liac crest 
in the mid -axillary line (S lo an and W e ir , 1970 ) . 
b .  Tri ceps : Verti cal skinfo ld on the back of the r ight 
ar em , halfway be twe en the acromion and o le cranon 
pro cesses ( Sloan and W e ir , 1970 ) . 
THREE MEA SUREMENTS ARE TO BE TAKEN AND RE�'ORDED . THE AVERAGE OF THE 
THREE TRIALS F'OR EACH SI TE WILL BE THE REPRESENTATIVE VALUE FOR THAT 
SI 1E . 
APPENDIX H 
12 MI NUTE RUN 'I'EST 
THE SUBJECT SHOULD BE I NSTRUCTEP TO :  
1 .  Stretch out and warm up until she feels ready to begin 
the test . 
2 .  Only use a standing start . 
J .  Attempt to run at a steady pace to cover the mo st 
distance in the 12 minutes , but walking is permitted . 
THE A SSI STANT SHOUI.D I NSTRUCT THE SUBJECT ACCORDI NG 'ID THE ABOVE 
GUIDELI NES AND THEN : 
1 .  Watch to be sure the subject only uses a standing start 
and starts from behind the starting line . 
2 .  Start the watch after saying "Ready , "  "Go . "  
J . Let the subject know her lap times each time she passes 
the starting line . 
4 .  Blow a whistle at the end of the 12 minutes and record 
the number of laps and . 25 fractions o f  laps fo r each 
subject . 
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APPENDIX G 
600 YARD RUN TEST 
THE SUBJECT SHOULD BE INSTRUCTEP 'IO :  
1 .  Stretch out and warm up until she feels  ready to start . 
·2 . Only use a standing start . 
3 .  Attempt to run the 600 yard distance as quickly as 
possible . 
THE ASSISTANT SHOULD INSTR.UCT THE SUBJECT ACCORDING TO THE ABOVE 
GUIDELINES AND THEN a 
1 .  Watch to be sure the subject only uses a standing start  
and starts from behind the starting line . 
2 .  Start the watch after saying "Ready , "  "Go . "  
3 . Let the subject know her lap times at 220 yards and 
440 yards . 
4 . Stop the watch as the subject crosses the finish line . 
5 . Record the time to the nearest . 1  second . 
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APPE�IX I 
WOMEN ' S  AEROBIC FITNESS CLASSIFICATION ( PREDI CTED ) *  
Categori Measure Age �YearsL 
l� - '19 20 - 22 
I .  Very Poor o2 Uptake (ml/kg/min ) ,. 25 . 0 ) 23 . 6 
12 Min . Distance · (mi . )  ..., 1 . 00 ) 0 . 96 
II .. Poor o2 Uptake (ml/kg/min ) 25 . 0  - 30 . 9 23 . 6  - 28 . 9  
12 Min . Distance (mi . ) 1 . 00 - 1 . 18 . 96 - 1 . 11 
III . Fair o2 Uptake (ml/kg/min) 3 1 . 0 - 34 . 9  29 . o  - 32 . 9  
12 Min . Distance (mi . )  1 . 19 - 1 . 29 1 . 12 - 1 . 22 
IV . Good o2 Uptake (ml/kg/min ) 35 . 0  - 38 . 9 33 . 0 - 36 . 9 
12 Min . Distance (mi . )  1 . JO - 1 .43 1 . 23 - 1 . 34 
v . Excellent o2 Uptake (ml/kg/min ) 39 . 0  - 41 . 9  37 . o  - 40 . 9  
12 Min . Distance (mi . )  1 . 44  - 1 . 51 1 . 35 - 1 . 45 
VI . Superior o2 Uptake (ml/kg/min )  
< 42 . 0  < 41 . 0  
12 Min . Distance (mi . )  < 1 . 52 <. 1 . 46 
*Chart taken from: Cooper , K .  H .  The Aerobics Wai ,  New York :  
M .  Evans and Co . ,  Inc . , 1977 . p .  281 . 
APPENDIX J 
QUEENS COLLEGE STEP 'TEST 
THE SUBJECT SHOULD BE INSTRUCTED TO :  
1 .  Stretch out and warm up until she feels ready to begin 
the test . 
2 .  Watch a demonstration
. 
of the test . 
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J . Practice the test for 15 seconds at the rate of 22 steps 
per minute . 
4 .  Rest for three minutes . 
5 .  Begin the test after hearing the first  four beats o f  the 
tape . 
6 .  Continue stepping on the bench at the rate of 22 steps 
per minute for three minutes . 
7 . Stop at the end of the tape and stand still while the 
investigator takes her pulse . 
THE ASSI STANT SHOULD INSTRUCT THE SUBJECT A CCORDING 'IO THE ABO VE 
GUIDELINES AND THEN : 
l .  
2 .  
J .  
4 .  
6 .  
Demonstrate the test for the subject . 
Allow the subject a 15 second trial , using the taped 
sound of a metronome set at the rate of  88 beats per 
minute . 
Have the subject rest for three minutes . 
Begin the tape recorder with the metronome beat . 
At  the conclusion of the test , palpate the subject ' s  
caro tid artery and coun t her pulse rate for 15 sec nds , 
from 5 seconds to 20 seconds after the exercise . 
Multi ply the 15 second pulse rate by four and record the 
pulse rate in beats per minute . 
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APPENDIX K 
BALKE -WARE TREADMI LL TE ST 
THE SUBJECT SHOULD BE INSTRUC'IED 'ID :  ' ' 
1 .  R eport to the Human Performan ce Laborato ry in sho r ts , tee shir t ,  
an d  sneaker s at the tiI�e scheduled . 
THE A SSISTAN T SHO ULD INSTRUCT THE SUBJE CT ACCORDING 'ID THE ABOVE 
GUIDELINES AND THEN : 
1 .  Explain the B alke -Wa:ce treadmi ll pro to co l :  
2 .  
J . 
4 .  
5 .  
a .  Th e  sub j e c t  will walk o n  the tr eadmi l l  a t  the speed o f  J . J  
miles per hour . For the first two minutes , the treadmill 
will r emain level . Af ter two minute s ,  the treadmill grad e 
will be raised 2% ; with each subsequent minute , the tread ­
m i ll grade will b e  increased 1% un ti l the sub j e c t ' s  heart 
rate r eache s 180 beats per minute or the subj e c t  termin ate s 
the te s t . 
b .  During the te st , the sub j e ct will breath through a Modified 
O ti s -McKerrow one -way valve . 
c .  Dur ing each m inute o f  the t e s t , the subj e c t ' s  heart rate 
will b e  mon i tored by the use o f  two ele c tr o d e s  and a 
te leme tric unit . 
d .  When the subj ect ' s  hear t rate r eache s approximate ly 170 
beats per minute , expired gas samp l e s  will be co l l e c ted 
and then analyzed fo r carbon d i o xi d e  and o xygen con c entra -
tion . 
An swer any que stions the subj e c t  may have . 
Put e l e ctrod es on the subj e ct ;  one on the mid -sternum and the 
second in the fifth interco stal space . 
Emphasize to the subj e c t  to str e tch o u t , e special ly the calf 
mus c le s . 
Have the subj e c t  try walking on the tr eadmi ll for two minutes 
at J . J  miles per ho ur ,  O/o grad e . 
6 .  Le t the sub j e c t  rest for five minute s . 
7 . Begin the tr eadmi ll test . 
8 .  Mon i tor heart rate for each m in u te . 
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9 .  W hen the hear t  rate reache s approximately 170 beats p er minute , 
begin co llec ting expired gas sample s  and r ecord Ve (ATPS) and 
temperature (0c) . _ . 
10 . Sto p the tes t  when the subj e c t ' s  heart rate reaches 180 beats 
per minu t e . 
11 . Analy ze the expir ed gas sample $ w i th the God ar t Pullno -Analyzer . 
APPE�IX L 
INSTRUCTION S FOR ANALYSIS OF EXPI RED AIR 
USING GODART PULMO -ANALrzER 
1 .  Fill Ab so rber s ,  large tubes with sodalime , small tubes with 
CaCl . Replace gauze wad s at each end . No thread s of gauze 
should be r e tained be tween plexiglass wall and n eopr eme caps . 
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2 .  Che ck absorbers befo re each test . Replace if necessary . Soda­
lime turns vio let in co lo r when exhausted . 
3 . Switch on analyzer (mains and pump ) . Analyzer must warm ...l!E 
60 minute s prior to any analys i s . 
4 .  Swi tch sen sitivity to one · and 5-way valve to zero po s i tion . 
Galvanome ter should read zero . 
MEASUREMENT OF co2 IN EXPIRED GAS 
1 .  Se t the MA me ter at 150 . 
2 .  Se t the 5 -way value at zero po si tion . 
J .  Set the sen sitivity at 0 . 5 .  
4 .  Connect the sample bag at the in n ipple . Open val ve on b ag • . 
6 .  
Ad just the galvanome ter to a defle c tion o f  5 units by turn ing 
the e le ctr i cal z ero correcti on kno b .  A d efle c tion to the lef t  
may n o w  be regarded . 
Wait until galvanometer is stable . 
7 .  Set the 5 -way valve co2 po sition . Po inter may jump 1 or 2 un it� . 
8 . 
9 . 
R e cord me ter r ead ing where pointer i s  beginn ing to move 
steadily after the in i tial jump ( e . g .  1 . 5) ,  
Wait fo r s table read ing and reco rd defle c tion ( e . g .  61 . 5) . 
De flection : 61 . 5  - 1 . 5  = 60 
10 . Re set  5-way valve to zero position . Po inter may again jump . 
Record meter reading where pointer is  beginning to move back 
( e . g .  62 ) .  · 
. 
11 . Wait for stable reading and record d�flection ( e . g .  2 ) . 
Defle ction :  62 - 2 = 60 
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12 .  Determine J sets of readings for each sample tested . Calculate 
average value for each sample . 
MEASUREMENT- OF o2 IN EXPIRED GAS 
1 .  Set mA meter at 200 . 
2 . · Set  the 5-way valve at zero . 
) . 
4 .  
5 .  
6 . 
8 .  
Set the sensitivity at 1 . 0 .  
By turning zero adjustment knob , set needle at 100 , then adjust 
needle to 98 so a deflecti·on to the right can be regarded . 
Wai t  until  galvanometer is  stable . 
Set 5-way valve on o2 position . Record meter reading where 
po inter i s  beginn ing to move back ( e . g .  98 . 5) wait until meter 
is stable and record deflection ( e . g .  53 . 5) . 
Deflection : 98 . 5 - 53 . 5 = 45 . 
Reset 5-way valve to zero po sition . Record meter reading where 
po inter is beginning to move steadily ( e . g .  54) . 
Wait for stable reading and record deflec tion ( e . g .  99 ) . 
Defle ction : 99 - 54 = 45 
9 .  Determine J sets of readings for each sample tested . Calculate 
average value for each sample . 
10 . Remove sample bag . 
11 . Reset to analyze next sample .QL turn off pulmo-analyzer if 
finished . 
12 .  Empty absorbers when analyzing is completed for the day .  
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APPENDIX M 
RAW DATA 
Subject Age Height Weight Body Density % BF 
Number xl X2 x1 X2 x_1 x2 x1 x2 
1 19 .4  16? .2  167 . 8  61 . 8  60 . 5  1 . 0500 1 . 0488 21 . 0  2 1 . 5  
2 19 . 4  169 . 0  169 . 0  57 . 4  56 . 3  1 . 0545 1 . 0554 19 . 2  18 . 2  
J 19 . J  172 . 3  172 . 0  66 . 4  63 . 6  1 . 0587 1 . 0626 17 . 5  15 . 9  
4 19 . 6  171 . 3 171 . 2  64 � 1 63 . 5  1 . 0460 1 . 0472 22 . 7  22 . 2  
5 19 . 0  173 . 7 173 . 5  76 . 0  76 . 5  l . 045J 1 . 0427 23 . 0  24 s l 
6 19 . 1  174 . 5  174 .2  62 e 6  62 . 4  1 . 0468 1 . 0449 22 .4  23 . 2 
7 18 . 5  164. 7  165 . 0  54 . 1  55 . 0  1 . 0584 1 . 0579 17 . 6  17 . 8  
8 19 . J 161 .5  161 . 0  56 . 6  56 . 7  1 . 0519 1 . 0534 20 . J  19 . 6  
9 18 . 6  172 . 0 172 . 2  70 . 6  70 . 1  1 . 0386 1 . 0394 25 . 8  25 . 9  
10 19 . 0  158 . 5 158 . _5 50 . J  51 . l  1 . 0588 1 . 0601 17 . 4  16 . 9  
11 20 . 5  169 . 0  168 . 5 60 . 9 60 . 2  l . 05J5 1 . 0561 19 . 6  18 . 5  
12 20 . l  164 . o  164 . 0  68 . 6  68 . 9  1 . 0449 1 . 0456 2J .2  22 . 9 
lJ 20 .4 162 . 0  162 . 5  .59 . J  59 . 9  1 . 0489 l . 048J 21 . 5  21 . 7  
14 21 .J 160 .2  160 . 2  45 .2  46 .2  l . 06J4 1 . 0648 15 . 6 15 . 0  
15 19 . 4  15.5 · 3 156 . o  51 . 6  50 . 7  1 . 0548 l . 0.540 19 . 1  19 . 4  
16 19 . 0  156 . 0  156 . 0  46 . 4  46 . 7  1 . 0545 1 . 0567 19 . 2 18 . J  
17 19 . 0  169 . 7  1'70 . 2  67 . 8  67 . 3  1 . 0415 1 . 0429 24 . 6 
24 . o  
18 18 . 9  168 . 5  168 . 2  63 . 8  63 . 2  1 . 0508 1 . 0500 
20 . 7  2 1 . 0  
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APPElIDIX M--continued 
Subject FW FFW HR v .e(ATPS) Temp Number xl Xz x1 
- X
z 
x1 x2 x1 x2 x1 x2 
1 lJ . O  13 . 0  48 . 8  48 . 5  180 180 .58 . o  62 . o  29 2 8  
2 11 . 0  10 . 2  46 . 4  46 . 1 185 53 . 0 2 9  
3 11 . 6  10 . l  54 . 8  53 . 5  180 58 . 0  29 
4 14 . 6  14 . 1 · 50 . 0 49 . 4  180 181 55 . 0  .51 . 0  26 27 
5 17 . 5  18 . 4  58 . 5  58 . 1  180 180 59 . 7  60 . 5  2 8  27 
6 14 . 0  14 . l} 48 . 6  48 . 0  180 180 .51 . 0  62 . 0  29 2 8  
7 9 , 5  9 . 8  44 . 6  45 . 2  180 45 . 0  27 
8 11 . 5  11 . l  45 . 1  45 . 6  180 58 . 5  2 8  
9 18 . 2  17 . 9  .52 . 4  52 . 2  180 180 47 . 0  53 . 0  26 27 
10 8 . 8  8 . 6  41 . .5  42 , 5  180 54 . 0 2 7  
11 11 . 9  11 . 2  49 . 0  49 . 1  180 51 . 8  29 
12 15 . 9  1_5 . 8  52 . 7  53 . 1  180 64 . 4  2 7  
13 12 .  7 lJ . O  49 . 5  46 . 9 180 180 53 . 0  65 . 0  28 28 
14 7 . 0  6 . 9  38 . 2  39 . 3  180 182 46 . 2  45 . 0  2 8  2 8  
15 9 . 8  9 . 8  41 . 8  40 . 9  180 51 . 0  2 6  
16 8 . 9  8 . 5  J7 . 5  38 . 2  180 180 23 . 0 2 0 . 0  26 2.5 
17 16 . 7 16 . 6  51 . l  51 . 2  180 62 . 0  2 8  
18 13 . 2  lJ . J 50 . 6 49 . 9  180 47 . 0  27  
lOJ 
APPENDIX M--continued 
• . 
180 vo2 180 V02 · Predicted Subject R 1/min ml/kg/min Time V02 l/min Nwnber x1 x2 x1 x2 xl x2 xl x2 x1 x2 
1 .  o . 84  1 . 01 2 . 2 2 . 1  J6 . J  J4 . 8  17 16 J8 . 7  37 . 1  
2 0 . 99 1 . 7 JO . J  17 J8 , 7 
3 0 . 93 2 . 0  J0 . 8  16 J7 . l 
4 1 . 01 1 . 05 2 . 0 1 . 6 Jl . 4  25 . 1  14 12 J4 . 0  30 . 7  
5 1 . 10 0 . 98 2 . 0 2 . 3 26 . 6  J0 . 2  14 . 13 3li . o  32 .4 
6 0 . 98 1 . 06 1 . 9 2 . 0  J0 . 4  J2 . 0  20  20 46 . 2 46 . 2  
7 1 . 00 1 . 6  29 . 0  1 7  38 . 7  
8 1 . lJ 1 . 5  25 . 8  15 35 , 5  
9 0 . 92 1 . 00 1 . 6  1 . 7 22 . 7 24 . 2  15 13 35 . 5  32 . 4 
10 1 . 09 1 . 5  29 . 6  19 4J . 2 
11 1 . 10 2 . 1  33 . 9 18 40 . 3 
12 1 .  0.5 1 . 8 26 . 2 17 J8 . 7  
lJ 0 . 95 1 . 08 2 . 2 1 . 6  37 . 3  26 . 9  15 20 J5 . 5  46 . 2  
14 0 . 85 0 . 96 1 . 9 1 . 5  40 .5  J2 . 8  2 1  2 0  49 . J  46 . 2  
15 1 . 05 1 . 5  28 . 5  16 37 . 1  
16 0 . 90 o . 84  1 . 1  0 . 9  22 . 6  20 . 6  15 17 35 . 5  JB . 7 
17 1 . 00 2 . 0  29 . 0  16 37 . 1  
18 1 . 01 1 . 5  23 . 6 14 34 . 0  
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APPEimrx M--continued 
. . • 
Predicted V02 12 min 
Subject ml/kg/min run (m1 )  
V02 
l/min 
V02 
. 
600 yard 
ml/kg/min run ( sec) 
Number x1 x2 x1 x2 x1 x2 x1 x2 x1 x2 
1 2 . 4 2 . 4 1 . 38 1 . 50 2 . 3  2 .4 37 . 4  41 . 6  129 . 6  
2 2 .2 1 . 25 1 .9 33 . 5  139 . 9 137 . 5  
3 2 . 5 1 .47 1 . 50 2 . 6 2 . 7  40 . 5 41 . 6  115 . 8  115 . 3 
4 2 . 2 2 . 0 1 . 23 2 . 1  32 . 5 139 . J 
5 2 . 6  2 . 5 1 .- 25 1 . 29 2 . 6 2 a 7 JJ . 5  J.4 . 9 1J9 . 0  
6 2 , 9 2 . 9 1 . 41 2 . 4  J8 . 4  133 . 8  -� 
7 2 . 1  1 .47 L .54  2 . 2 2 . 3 40 . 5  42 . 0  133 . 5  118 . 8  
8 2 . 0  1 . 13 1 . 17 1 . 7  1 . 7  29 . 2  30 . 6  155 . 0  
9 2 . 5  2 . 3 1 . 23 2 .3 32 . 5  144 . 8  
10 2 . 2 1 . 32 1 . 35 1 . 8  1 . 8  35 . 5  36 . 4 134 . 1  144. 8 
11 2 . 5 1 . 50 2 . 5  41 . 0  llJ . 2  109 . 0  
12 2 . 7 1 . 20 2 . 2 Jl . 9 145 . 2  151 . 2  
13 2 . 1  2 . 7  1 . 17 1 . 8  Jl . O  153 - 5 155 - 3 
14 2 . 2 2 . 1  1 . 44 1 . 9 40 . 8  146 . o  
15 1 . 9 1 . 17 1 . 6  30 . 6  142 . 6  1J6 . 4  
16 1 . 6  1 . 8  1 . 47 1 . 50 1 . 9 1 . 9 40 . 5  41 . 6  125 . 2  
17 2 . 5 1 . 50 2 . 8 41 . 6  129 . 5  129 . 5  
18 2 . 0 1 . 50 1 . 54 2 . 6 2 . 7 41 . 6  42 . 0  114 . 5  113 . 2  
• 
V02 
Subject l/min 
Number x1 x 2 
1 3 . 1 
2 2 . 8 2 . 8  
3 J . 5  3 . 5  
4 J . O  
5 3 . 5  
6 J . l 
7 2 . 8  J . O 
8 2 . 6 
9 J . 2  
10 2 . 6 2 . 5 
11 3 . 3 J . 4  
12 J . l  3 . 1 
lJ 2 . 7 2 . 7 
14 2 . J 
15 2 • .5 2 . 6  
16 2 . 5  
17 J . J 3 . 3 
18 J . 4 J . 5  
APPENDIX M--continued 
• . 
VO V02 
ml/kg�min . QCST l/min 
xl X2 x1 X2 x1 x2 
50 . 5  148 2 . 4 
48 . 8 49 . 3  140 144- 2 . 3  2 . 2 
53 . 6 53 . 8  136 2 . 6  
47 . 7  148 156 2 . 5  2 . 4 
46 . 1  120 3 . 3 
49 . 2  124 120 2 . 7 2 . 7 
50 . 7 54 . 7 140 2 .2 
45 . 7 148 148 2 . 2 2 . 2 
45 . 6  112 116 J . 2 3 . 1 
51 . J 48 . 8  160 1 . 8  
55 . 2  56 . 6  152 152 2 .J 2 . J  
45 . 8  44 . 6  160 144 2 .5 2 . 7 
45 . 5  4.5 . 1  152 2 . 2 
49 . 6 104 108 2 . 1  2 . 1  
49 . 2  .50 . 7  136 136 2 . 1  2 . 1  
54 . 6 144 1 . 8 
49 . 5 49 . 5 144 1J6 2 . 6  2 . 7  
54 . J  54 . ? 164 2 . J 
• 
· V02 
ml/kg/min 
x1 x2 
J8 . 5  
40 . 0  39 . 2 
40 . 7 
J8 . 5  J? . O  
4J . 7  
42 .9 43 . 7 
40 . 0 
JB . 5 J8 . 5  
45 . 1  44 . 4  
36 . J 
37 . 7 37 . 7 
36 .J 39 . 2 
J7 . 7 
46 . 6 45 . 9 
40 . 7 40 . 7  
J9 .2 
J9 .2 40 . 7  
J.5 . 5  
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